Alcohol use: Does UNH deserve ·its had reputation?
This is the first of three articles.
By Leslie MacPherson
On the week-ends, UNH becomes transformed: seats
in classrooms are given up for seats in bars, off-campus
apartments become filled with kegs and students, and
dumpsters overflow with beer bottles.
One would think with this type of activity that the
University would have a national reputation. It does.
Recently, the University's location was cited as being
"a focal point for some of the wildest partying in New
England" by The New York Times Selective Guide to
Colleges. UNH is given a five-star rating (The highest.
amount) for the social life. In The Preppy Handbook,
UN H is rated number six in the U.S. on a list of top
drinking schools. Playboy also rates UNH high.
Does the University deserve this reputation? Dean of
Student Affairs Gregg Sanborn thinks it does. "I think
there is an excessive use of alcohol on campus," said
. Sanborn. "It's known that New Hampshire generates a
lot of money visibly from the sale of alcohol. We are in a
location where there is a lot of opportunity for social
involvement."
According to Liz McDonald of the Health Education
Center, part · of this opportunity includes the
apl'.!roximately 2,500 bar seats in downtown Durham.

· ~•If you have a reputation as a heavy-drinking school,"
said McDonald, "then people will come here thinking
'this is the party place'."
'
In 1979, the legal drinking age was raised from eighteen
to twenty, which divided the students into those who can,
and those who cannot drink.
"The real problem came when they changed the legal
age up to twenty," said McDonald. "Now you've got
pretty much freshmen and sophomores under that age."
Sgt. Robert Prince of Campus Police says he is aware
of this problem, also.
"There are 6,000 people on campus, and say, 4,000 are
under twenty. We know that alcohol is used by people
under twenty. That's a lot of people," said Prince. "It's a
very definite enforcement problem."
Also agreeing with the drinking age problem is UNH
Chaplain David L. Grainger. "Part of the difficulty lies in
the fact that in this community, twenty-year-olds are
rubbing shou\ders with seventeen . and eighteen vear
olds," he said.
Possibly in response to this, State Senator Leo
Lessard, (D-Dover) has proposed a bill that would
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~TAKE BACK THE NIGHT---

Some 300 marchers from the UN H and Durham area participated in last night's .. Take Back the Night" rally.
·
Stories, page 4. (Henri Barber photo)

Stricter drinking .rules sought
By David P. Foster
It may be just a drunken "prank"
which causes that window to be
broken or that fire extinguisher to
go off. But students may find such
pranks less humorous if a new,
stricter rule proposed by Dean of
Students Gregg Sanborn and the
UN H Alcohol Advisory Comm.ittee
accepted by the Student
Senate next Sunday.
Students appearing before the
Judicial Board for a rule infraction
"where alcohol is determined to be
a precipitating factor" will face
harsher penalties than they would
if they broke the same rule while
sober, the proposed rule states.
They will also be required to
•attend a three-part alcohol
education workshop. "Repeat
offenses where alcohol was a
precipitating factor will have
additional and more severe
sanctions," the rule states.
Sanborn presented the rule to
the senate on Sunday, explaining
that it was the result of a year of
meetings by the alcohol advisory
committee.
"The Universitr \s not here to

,s

prohibit the use of alcohol. But we
d·o intend to promote responsible
use of alcohol ," Sanborn said .
He said the proposed rule does
this by making the student
"responsible not only for his
actions, but for the abuse of
alcohol that was involved in it."

Student Body Vice President
Andy Katz challenged the need for
any new rules about alcohol use on
campus.
·
''I'd rather see the present rules
enforced more strictly," .Katz said.
RULES, page 7
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Mandatory fees
to he increased

By Maggie Mckowen
Room and board costs, along
with the MU B, student activity
and health fees will increase next
semester at UNH .
The price of a double dormitory
rc;,om will rise from $1125 to $1214,
up by 7.8%. A 7.9% rise in the cost
of a single rooni will also raise the
price from $1275 to $1374.
Both the 13 and 19 meal plan
will increase in price by
approximately 8.5% . A 13 meal
plan will cost an additional $78
·and a 19 meal plan will increase by
$82.
The MU B fee will be boosted by
$5 up to $50 next fall and the
student activity fee will jump from
$38 to $41.
Also, the health fee will climb
$20 up to $68 next year because
Health Services is in the process of
becoming self supporting. director
of health services Dr. Peter
Patterson said.
The proposed room, board and
fee rates, approved by the
University Systems Finance
and Budget Committee, will be
presented to the full Board of
Trustees this Saturday, April 24
for final approval.
"They have the perogative to
deny it but they usually go along
with the recommendations of the
Finance and Budget Committee,"
Assistant to the Dean of Student
Affairs Ron Hasseltine said.
Hasseltine said room and board
rates will be raised for the

following three reasons:
-An increase in Facility Services
charges which inculde main
ground maintenance and public
safety.
-Pers,mnel salary raises.
-An increase in the cost of fringe
benefits, especially for the
operating staff which includes
secretaries and food service
workers~
"Residential life does not receive
any general funding from the
University. We have to generate
more income or else decrease our
expenses," Director of Residential
Life Carol Bischoff said.
"Overall, we're talking about
less than a 8% increase. We believe
that's very reasonable," she said.
"It's more advantageous and fair
to the students to incorporaate a
room and board increase each year
rather than have a giant increase
every other year." Bischoff said.
The addition of the $135 energy
surcharge to the total room and
board cost also caused the rate
hike. Hasseltine said.
FEES, page 6
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Course requirements debated
By Einar Sunde
The proposed eight-point plan
for changes in the U niveristy's
General Education Requirements
was debated, but not voted on, in a
meeting of the Academic Senate
last night.
The Senate's Calendar and
Curriculum Committee proposed
.forming a committee of six faculty
members (the General Education
Committee) to implement
recommendation in the General
Education motion, if it passes.
Also proposed was the selection
of faculty panels to advise the
General Education Committee.
Vice President for Academic

Affairs Gordon Haaland said if the
program does pass, "the University
will be able to offer 15 to 20 special
faculty fellowships" during the
summer for faculty to design
courses to fit new General
Education guidelines.
Haaland said the fellowships.
which would provide financial
support, would be awarded to
faculty "who are willing to commit
some time for the implementation
of General Education Requirements."
The Calendar and Curriculum
Committee also proposed the
following timetable:
--Fall Semester 1982-83:

Selection of the General Education
Committee, selection of the faculty
panels, and the development of
standards for each .of the eight
categories of General Education.
--Spring Semester 1982-83:
Application of criteria to existing
and new courses being proposed
by departments to fulfill General
Education Requiremen·ts, and
publication of initial course lists
fulfilling the new requirements.
--Fall Semester 1983-84:
Implementation of General
Education Requirements for all
newl_y-admitted freshmen, and
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NEWS IN BRIEF
1·man1nOftAL
Falkland conflict nears solution
BU ENOS Al RES, Argentina--Argentine o~ficials and _Secretary
of State Alexander Haig are reportedly nearing a s<;>lut~on to t~e
conflict in the Falkland Islands, a member of the ruhng Junta satd
yesterday.
. .
. .
.
Argentina was also r_eported _to be w,lltng_ to part1c1pate tn
negotiations at the. United ~a.t1ons_ on ~he 1ss~e of w~o has
sovereignty over the islands w1thm a f,xe_d ttme period. _Dunn_g ~he
negotiations the islands would be ruled by an Argent10e-Bns.t1sh
administration.
.
There was no immediate comment as of yesterday on the ongotng
negotiations from Britain's Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher or
her foreign secretaries.

PROFILE

Leo Lessard: A state senator

young, liberal and angry
By Sharon Voas
It was the early seventies and firestorms of antiwar protest burned across the country.
New Hampshire Governor Walter Peterson, in
his bid for a second term, boasted that he had kept
the state's campuses quiet.
U ni:versity of New Hampshire student
. protesters, who felt they had legitemately
expressed their concerns about U.S. incursions
into Cambodia and the deaths of their fellow
students in Southeast Asia, were offended by the
governor's suggestion that it was he--not they-who had exercised restraint. They invited the
· governor to meet with them to discuss his

.ftATIOftAL
Spy is arrested
AUGUST A,Ga. -- Otto Attila Gilbert, a 50 year_old _Hungarian,
arraig-ned y·e sterday after being arrested S~turday afterno<;>n on a
downtown street for what may be the biggest spy case m U.S.
history, according to a federal prosecutor.
.
.
Gilbert was charged with conspiracy to obtatn ~nd dehv_er
information pertaining _to the national defense, a cnme t~at t~,
according to U.S. Magistrate J_ohn Dunsmore th~ w_orst crime a
person can commit ~hort o~ tak_tng ~nother persons _hfe ..
The offense carries a hfe imprisonment or ~e~th senten_ce.
Dunsmore declined to set bail and scheduled a prehmmary hearing
for April 30.

LOCAL

In a state where the promotion of a state income
or property tax is considered political suicide, ·
Lessard is one of a handful of legislators who
openly supports a broad-based tax.
Lessard, who lives in Dover with his wife Pamela
and 2½ year old son Michael, is supported by one
of the more liberal constituencies in the state. His
district is comprised of Durham, Dover, Lee and
Madbury--an area closely tied to UNH. However,
in the Senate, he must contend with a Republican
~ajority coalition which votes as a block on most
issues.
Although at age 31 he is the youngest member of
the Senate, the freshman senator is the Democratic
Whip--the second highest position in the minority
party.
.
Because of his position as political underdog,
Lessard works harder, fueled by the fervor of his
. convictions. He has the air of a man who believes
anything can be achieved with enough persistence
and hard work.
··1 used to take crates of cards with me when I
flew to my mother-in-law's camp in Minnesota,"
Lessard said. •Td spend my whole vacation writing
. notes to constituents."
1
At the State House Lessard is in constant
· motion--never missing an opportunity to speak
with someone. He moves through the hallways and
Senate chamber grasping shoulders, chatting and
joking with a practiced charm that puts a bit of
varnish over the sincerity.
Senator Robert Splaine, who has been Lessard's
legislative colleague for three years, describes
Lessard as hard-working and well-respected in the
Senate.

Convention to be held
DU RHAM--- The first annual UN H department ofSo~iology an~
Anthropology Convention will be held at the John S. Elltot Alumni,
Center on Thursday, April 22.
.
. ·
Registration begins at. 8:30 and, _th 7 convention will ~ave three
sections a morning section on crimtnology, and two after~oon
sessions on sociological analyses and archaeology. Lectures wtll _be
given by UN H graduate and undergraduate st_ude~ts o~ _topics
ranging from excavating a 6,000 year old Shosh.on! Indian vtlltage to
marriage in the computer age.
. .
.
.
,
. ,
.
All people are welcome and ad'!11ss1on ts_ free. ~he program 1s
designed • to stimulate student tnterest 10 various are~s of
anthropolgy and sociology. Refreshments and a presentation of
student convention awards will be given from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.

Dimond Libr~ry holds sale
DURHAM--The Dimond Library will hold its spring book sale
in its browsing room, Tuesday through Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to4 p.m.
daily.
.
.
,
.
.
A large number of books fro~ th_e ltbra_ry s c_ollect1on of
duplicates, discards and unwanted gifts will be of fer~d fo_r sale. Also
included in the sale will be hundred of hardbound tttles tn the areas
of the humanities, sciences and technology.
Each day new books will be added to_ the_ sale. Proce~ds will be
l:)sed for the purchase of newer and uscf ul library material.

Pap Smear Clinic is held
NEWMARKET- The Newmarket Regional Health Center will .
hearing conduct its second rcgularlv scheduled Pap Smear Clinic on
Thursday. April 22 from 9:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.rn. The clinic is open
to all women and is availabk to the public at a low cost.
A Pap test is a brief, uncomplicated procedure used to detect
uterine cancer. For more information call the Health Center at 6593 I06 or toll-free 1-800-582-7279. The Center is located at 14 Elm
Street. Newmarket.

statements.
•·He has a good rapport with almost everyone in
Peterson threw their invitation on the floor and
the Senate while holding strong views," Splaine
walked out of the Memorial Union Building room
said. ••That is terribly important in the Senate,
where they had · confronted him. But the
where there are only 24 people."
confrontation was not over. One angered young
On the Senate floor, broad-based taxation is
man raced after the governor.
being lambasted by Senator Robert Stephens, an
They came face to face at the MU B exit--the
off-track-betting supporter. Lessard, in a
middle-aged Republican governor in his crew cut
conservative gray flannel suit, sits in the back
and the angry young man with flowing blonde hair.
·g rinning calmly.
And the young man told the governor he had better
He has walked a political knife-~dge by speaking
rethink his position.
out for a broad-based tax. When' he first came out
This young rebel was Leo Lessard, now a N.H.
in support of a broad revenue base, his own mother
state senator. He laughs at the memory.
asked him why he was throwing away his political
··1 still have a picture of Governor Peterson
career.
.
. .
.
angrily poking his finger into my chest," Lessard
So ' strong is the anti-iax sentiment in the state,
said. But he quickly added that he could not sha~e
that for years legislators have patched together the ·
the picture. •With hair now much shorter than ts . state's revenue system with a hodgepodge of
user
fashionable, Lessard was concerned that the
fees and taxes on cigarettes, liquor and gambling
picture of him with shoulder-length hair might
rather than risk the political liabilities of
follow him later in his career.
supporting broad-based taxation. While the •·Ax
It is the kind of political caution with which
the Tax" banners have waved high, the state has
Lessard tempers his outspoken liberal politics. He
barely covered its operating expenses and has
is cautious because he has to be.
provided minimal services.
Sinced Lessard entered the NH House at age 23,
Talking privately in the back of the Senate
he has been trying to slay the dragons of archchamber tells how he feels the. lack of a coherent
conservative politics that have dominated
revenue policy hurts the towns, the handicapped
throughout NH's political history. But liberal
and the poor.
Democrats are a rare and endangered species in
'"I do think it's going to work against me but
NH and Lessard is well-aware that he must tread
somebody has to stand up and do something," he
carefully.
said, his gray eyes becoming intense. "We've got to
In a state where the influential The Union
look at what is the fairest tax, what doesn't just hit
Leader is quick to yell "Red" or ··subversive" in
one sector."
inch-high headlines at anything short of Reagan"I'm not in love with a broad-based tax but I
type economic and social polic_ies, Lessard is ~he
think it's the most fair tax," he continued. "Many
liberal crusader on women's issues, alternative
people--if they don't drink, smoke or gamble-energy programs, and social programs for the
LESSARD, page 12
disabled, elderly and poor.

UNH prof speaks

Arms freeze won't rid problems
By Laurie Unaitis

Correction
In the April 6 issue of The Nell' Hampshire. an advertisement by the
Department or Philosophy announcing the Paul Michael Barlow
Memorial Essay Pri,e. The Ne11· Hampshire !'>aid the essay must be
written hy a current philosophical major.It should have read that it
must he written by a current philosophy major.

Weather
Today will he partly cloudy \\<ith highs in the mid-sixtie!'>. followed
tonight hy rain showers and highs in the 40\ according to the
l\ational Weather Service in Concord.
Tomorro\, rain slwwer!'> will continue with high\ in the 50\.

The elimination of nuclear
weapons will not eliminate the
problems they cause, according. to
UNH professor- Thomas Trout.
Speaking to about 70 people on
the arms race and disarmament at
the Russian-American Relations
Conference held at the New
England Center Saturday. i:-rout
said that the nuclear arms buildup
is a response to the mutual f celings
of insecurity.
"The Soviet Union has
legitimate reasons to be concerned.
We make them concerned." he
said. The key, he added. is
confidence building measures on
the part of both countries.
Arms negotiations will succeed
only when both countries believe

that their physical security is
guaranteed.
The Soviet Union hopes to
achieve that level of security
through the deployment of nuclear
weapons. according to Trout.
Unlike the U.S., the Soviet
Union has built up their arsenal
not on the concept of deterrence
but on the concept of defense.
Trout said there is a marked
differcnce between the two.
The U.S. believes the possession
of nuclear weapons in itself will
st op Soviet aggressions. "If we had
to use our nuclear weapons our
doctrine would have failed," he
said .
The Soviet Union's policies
remain focused on the defense of
their homeland. according to

Trout. They are thinking in terms
of how to win a nuclear war if their
homeland should be threatened.
Trout asserts that the Soviet
Union has at least achieved parity
with the United States, if not
superiority, in terms of a military
buildup.
"They will not give up their
superiority through negotiations
or competitions," he said. "As a
consequence of their large military
buildup, we pay attention to them
and others do, too."
Trout says, however. that "arms
negotiations will follow from
security." Once each country is
confident of the survival of
respective · homelands, we might
sec a reduction in the deployment
of nuclear weapons .
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Trustees reject plan - .PEACE MARCH .- - - - - - - - - for public Kari-van
By Tracy Carlson
A proposal to have the Kari-van
go public was rejected Thursday by
the university system's Finance
and Budget Committee.
· The Cooperative Alliance for
Seacoast Transportation
(COAST) and the Governor's Blue
Ribbon Commission on seacoast
transportation had hoped UNH
would enter the Kari-van a broad
transporataion network said
Henry Smith, State Direction of
Public Transportation.
·
The seacoast transportaion
program would involve transportation facilitie.s owned and
operated by over 30 private and
public Seacoast groups and serve
are·as where needed, according to
John Clements, State Commissioner of Public Works and
Highways.
Frank Bachich, Vice-President
of Financial Affairs and
Administration said that a
COAST merger would have meant
COAST would purchase the Karivan buses. Consequently, the Karivan system itself would cease to
exist, he said.
Simth, however, said this is
..simply not true."
.. Their conclusions are not based
on facts," he said .
.. I have no idea what the
University did. I haven't any idea
what the Trustees saw."
Smith said University
representatives have not attended
a Blue Ribbon Commission
meeting in a long time.
.. We wanted the Kari-van to be

False
tickets
are sold
By Marjorie Andruskiewicz
How do you squeeze 1.000 eager
fan·s · into 500 seats'! .. Very
politely... according to : Ticketron
Area Manager Warren Shanahan.
Over 500 duplicate ~ickets for
the April 12 Boston Garden Police
concert were. sold to the general
public by Ti~ketron.
The trouble started when
..everyone showed up holding valid
tickets,·· Shanahan said.
.. Finding a place for everyone
was a big problem. but we did as
best we could." Shanahan added.
In anticipation of an uproar
from angry displaced ticketholders, the Garden handed out a
statement of apology. attributing
to the mess to a ·•Ticketron
computer mix up."
Shanahan doesn't blame the
computer. '"It was a human errora lack of communication between
the Boston Garden Ticket Office
and us."
•·The Boston Garden Ticket
Office moved seats around and
didn't tell us about it. We didn't
know of the changes and printed
the tickets as usual, not knowing
we were duplicating them," he
said.
"They were legitimate tickets,
not counterfeit, as some people
thought." Shanahan said.
UN H juior Wendy Fallon
attended the concert and had to be
moved midway through the event.
"We were offered comparable
seats, though," she said.
··And the Manager of the Boston
Garden did say they were
legitimate .duplicate tickets," she
added.
··we decided to leave halfway
through anyway because the
•comparable seats' were off to he
side. and I had an exam the next
day." she further added. ·
Fallon further stated that she
TICKETS, page 9
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the administrators of the project.
COAST simply never sought the
elimination of the Kari-van
system," he said.
The Trustee's committee said a
preliminary proposal presented by
UN H on behalf of COAST would
not benefit UN H because the
Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) would determine routes
and ticket prices, thereby diluting
the Trustees' authority over "an
essential student service."
Thomas Flygare, director of
Legal Affairs for the university
system told the Trustees that if the
Kari-van joined COAST, it would
become a public operation and
would then fall under the control
of the PUC.
Although the Trustees'
committee said the Kari-van
would come under the PUC if it
went public, Smith said this also is
not true.
'"The University lawyer
apparently didn't consult anyonefrom this office," said.
"Any transportation program
funded through the State is exempt
from PUC control. That statement
is simply erroneous," he said. "I
K-V A~, page 4

One of five nationwide marches in support of the United Nation's second special session on disarmament in J~ne took place Sat~rday afternoon on the UNH campus. The march is an interfaith project initiated by the
Napponzan MyohoJ1 Japanese Buddhist Monks. In this march, about 40 of the monks marched from
Portsmouth to Dimond Library. (Henri Barber photo)

UNH tries to accommodate handicapped
Way of life deDlonstrated
By M. L. Sleep
Wednesday, April 22, is
Handicap Simulation Day. when
anybody can put themselves on the
other side of the fence. In this
event, a person can simulate being
blind or in a wheelchair to gain
awareness of handicaps.
'
·•on my wheelchair tour, we11
tape fingers and simulate what a
quad (quad ri pelegic) goes
· through. said Ken Cross who is
organizing this event.
••We'll tape someone's arms to
their sides and let them try using
the adaptive eating utensil from
tfie OT (Occupational Therapy)
Department. We'll have some
people blindfolded and have them
go ·10 Pistachios to purchase and ·
eat ice cream... he said.
Cross is also extending a special
challenge to all members of the

facultv. administration. and
,·.
•'

residential life to participate in the
activities during their lunch hour.
The event is being held' from l04 and will be based in the MU B's
Hanover Room.
Cross also voiced concern about
a possible low turn-out.
"People are afraid of the subject.
It's an educational endeavor
people can't afford to miss," Cross
said. "People have reservations
about dealing with handicapped
people so they'd rather avoid it."
There are presently about 70
handicapped -UNH - students.
according to Brandee Kraft-Lund,
director of handicapped services. .. Handicapped people are not
just the ones you see around in
wheelchairs.•• Kraft-Lund said.
••There are deaf. mobility
impaired, chronic disease students.
WEEK, page 9
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No Dloney is available
By Gerald Duffy .
"There '.r no dollar support from

Washington for the handicapped.
I'd rather have a ramp or elevator
than a I rack of bombs for a F Bl I I.''._ Vincent Todd, UN H s
director of physical ,plant
development.
.

-

When the University System of
New Hampshire (USNH) submits
its 1983/ 85 capital budget
proposal to state government May
I it will include a request for
$4,873~000 for the handicapped.
The funds will help USN H meet
the federal code that requires all
public buildings to be ac<:essible to
the handicapped. according to
Todd.
··1t won't cover every building:·
Todd said, "but a representative
sampling of buildings have to be
accessible. Main buildings like the
Memorial Union Building and the
Library are essential."
Todd said about 50% of the
funds will be used at the Durham
campus with the remaining 50%
shared equally between the
campuses at Keene and Plymouth.
Merrimack College. built in the
mid-1970's, already meets code
requirements, he said. .
Efforts to improve handicapped
access at UNH started in 1975,
according to Skip De Vito, director
of facilities services planning. "We
did a lot of stµdy," he said.
Between 1978 and 1981 USNH
P!oduced a study called 'NFPA ACCESS, page 7

Registration for rooms
available until May 3

TAKING THE LEAD-University student Peter Anderson led the
pack to win the Durham Road Race Sunday. (Steve Dodd photo)

I

· 10 I'. ••1t's a master-plan of all our
facilities (and) it tells us what
condition our buildings are in in
terms of life safety (fire hazards,
etc.) and accessibility," Todd said.
The study resulted in state
funding for handicapped access of
$448,000, made available to
USNH in July 1981. Todd said.
$310,000 of these funds has been
spent on improvement at Durham,
Keene and Plymouth.
Todd said that of the remaining
$138.000 most has been earmarked
for improving the elevator _access
in the MUB, a project which began
last week when architects were
retained to begin studying options.
DeVito said physical improvements for the handicapped started
at UNH in May 1980. Since then
numerous small improvements
have been made. Rebuilding the
entrance to the MU B was the
largest single project. he said.
According to Bill Knight.
president of handicapped students
association. accessibility has
improved "100 percent"but said he
believes ·•things could have been
done quicker."
To continue making UNH more
accessible. De Vito said the
entrances to the Field House and
the Library should be improved.
~Td like to get plans under way for·
modifying the Library acess. It's
expensive (but) I'd like to put a

The deadline to sign up for a room on campus next year has
passed, but students still have one more chance.
Students can pay their $·100 deposit fee by the week of May 3,
according to Carol Bischoff, director of Residential Life.
However, students who sign up late will be given low priority in
room selection, she said.
"A room would not be saved for them," Bischoff said. "If they
don't pay their money until May 3, they do take their chances."
The late sjgn-up date was set to accomodate Greek students, who
won't find out if they have a room in their fraternity or sorority
houses until late this month.
Bischoff said she knows of about 97 students who are waiting to
sign up on May 3.
Some 2,745 students registered to live on campus next year,
Bischoff said. That is 165 more than last year.
.
While she plans on some cancellations during the summer,
Bischoff said there will be triples and buildups in lounges next fall.
but those will mostly be for freshmen.
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By Cindy Conley
"Even one tape is too many, one
sexual assault is too many." said
Jan Harrow during a rally
preceding Durhams second annual
Take Back the Night March last
night.
Harrow; a lecturer for the UNH
English Department, said the Take
Back the Night March is a chance
for women to have a voice. "We
· want to be able to walk alone . We
. are strong and we can take care of
ourselves." she said.
By 6:30 p.m .• approximately 300
' people ha'd ;gathered on the hill in ·
front of the Memorial .U:riioFl .
Building. They were students-,
faculty - they were men,. WOil)en .
and children.
All of them were there in
support of womens rights to walk
the streets safely at night.
Nine year old Karen Schwcikart
joined the march with two of her
friends who were carrying teddy
bears. "I know what it's about, and
my mom asked me if I wanted to
come. it's fun," said Schweikart.
Although there were about 70
men who participated in the Take
Back the Night March, Harrow
pointed out. "we need. just to be
supported by men. not protected
by men."
Bob Le Mire, a UN H sophomore
said. "It's hard for a guy to
understand women have to be
afraid of men. I realize a womans
plight. and am trying to support
them ."
Mike Archibald. also a
sophomore at UNH said. "I bclivc
in- what they arc standing for."
As the marchers made their way
past Thompson Hall towards the
Dimond Library they chanted
"Women unite. take back . the
night." A young girl with a doll
under her arm waved a banner that
exclaimed "No means no ."
Students peered out of windows
and gathered on the library stairs.
Marchers cried louder. "No more
battering. no more rape." The
group was impressive. and
apparently. their protest was for
everyone to hear:
Take Back the Night is based on
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a movement that · started in
England as a protest against
pornography. Says Harrow, "We
want to grant women the right to
walk the streets at night without
interference. including verbal as
well as physical assault."
According to Jean Weatherbee
of the Durham Rape Task Force, .
"rape occurs at UN H more than we
would like to admit."
Statistically only one out of ten
rapes are reported be.c ause many
women think they are the only
ones. "It is difficult to understand,
and it is cmbarassing. but it is
important for us to know what the
problem. is," said Weatherbee.
Renee - Romano. Assistant
. Director ·o f Student Activities at
UN H was exited about the March.
"We arc striving for unity to
heighten awareness of women and
the community," she· said .
Romano, along with several ·
other march organizers dashed in
and out of the crowd earring
flashlights and megaphones.
"What do you want?"they shouted
to the crowd . The marchers rang
out in rep1y. "safe streets how."
Last year. marchers were
harassed by several spectators but
no problems were encountered last
night. "If people understand wha.t
the march is about. it's absurd to
harass. We are trying to educate
and get the word out." Romano
said . "Most would support the fact
that women should be able to walk
the streets."
The parade continued. through
Arca Ill. Area II.down Mill Road.
and across Main Street to
Madbury Road. Hardly a cat call
was heard as marchers passed the
fratcrnitites and sororities. on
through Arca I.
Back at the Memorial Union
Building. the marchers cheered at
their success.
UN H junior and marcher
Bethany ·witliams said. "The
streets will not be safer because of
the march. but it's a beginning."
Harrow said. "Our final goal
_will be achieved when we don't
have to have any more .marches."

Two participants in last nights rally read chants by candlelight during the event. (Henri Barber photo)
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Those who hosed last year helped out this year
By Martha Thomas
assigned community service
member of the committee. Take
Last year. according to brothers projects, including work for the
Back the Night is a ••pro-active"
of Phi Mu Delta Fraternity. what Take Back the Night Committee.
movement. •·We're not reacting as
"looked like a sorority" of about
Take Back the Night was started
much as making people aware of
300 women marched around UN H in England in the early 70's
what they can do to make rape and
with banners and cheers. asking according to Jan Harrow. UNH
assault stop," she said. ••We're
that they be allowed to walk English instructor. and coprotesting what women have to
together or alone. day or night chairperson of the Take Back the
put up with."
without fear of harrassment. or in Night committee. in protest of
plainer terms, to be able to ··Take pornography.
Rennee Romano. Assistant
Back the Night."
Now there are marchers all over
Director of Student Activities and
Unfortunately. this crowd of the country. she said. •·1 don't · co-chairperson of the Take Back
w-0men. children. and men. (as know if there are any local ones.
the Night Committee describes the
Katherine Sullivan said. "more but we decided to have one," she
march as a "demonstration of the
than there arc sorority sisters in the added. referring to last night's
fach that we'll ' no longer put up
entire state,") was erroneously march around the UNH campus
with being harassed on the
taken for a group of marching and town of Durham.
street..one of the things we're
Greeks. and hosed down by seven
••There are many of us who · trying to do is to tell women to
Phi Mu Delta brothers who drove believe that one rape or assault is
fight back." she said.
past them in a van.
too many." she said. ··we don't
One way of · fighting back is
This year. a similar group of want to just be protected. we want
"seeking retribution in any way
marchers tried again. And those to wak alone or together.
you can," said Romano.
fraternity member~ ht;lped.
. unhampered. day or night.:·
Ari-d retribution is just what
As retribution for their.action
A t c o.rd i n g t o K a t h e r i n e
Romano and the other involved
last spr:irig. they have- been SlJllivan.UN H sophomore anci

with last year's Take Back the
Night march. got after being hosed
by members of Phi Mu Delta
Fraternity.
Seven brothers. in an act that.
said Chris Brewer. one or those
brothers. ··haunts me to this day",
drove past the 300 marchers on
· Garrison Ave. and sprayed them
with water from a fire
extinguisher.
·

announcements.- one is talking to
as many RA 's as he can, some are
helping with set up for the rally,
and one is providing childcare
during the m,arch." Romano said.
In an empty Hillsboro room at
the MU B, sight of said childcare
service. Chris Brewer sat. waiting
· for children to care for.'·t like
children a lot," said the UNH
senior and brother of Phi Mu
Delta.

The me'! were taken to court
and. said Romano:·thrown out of
the school." An appeal saved their
course credits and allowed them to
take their finals. but the final
settlement included community
service work as punishment.

Brewer stands by the claims that
the accused fratermity members
held in court last year: ••it was a
case of mistaken identity," he said.
··we had no reason to believe this
was anything but a sorority."

The brothers completed many of
their required work hours by
helping this year's march: ·•one
went to all the fraternity and
sorority houses and made

Brewer says he '"completly
agrce(s) with what they're doing."
but admits that the Take Back the
Night movement is "not a cause
that really lights my fire."

------------K-VAN----------------.
( continued from page 3)
don't know where the Trustees got
their information."
Don Mitchell. vice-chairman of
the Commission said. "The
concept ( of COAST) was to
invorporatc all the existing lines.
discern any new lines. and provide
a level of puhlic transporation that
is not current I\· availahlc ."
Mitchell said COAST intended
to "use waht was alread\' there so
people cot!ld mcl\,-e in a
coordinated manner."
. "It (the Kari-van) travc'ls at less
than optimum now. E\eryone
would benefit if these doors would

also be open to the public."
Mitchell said.
The Kari-van has a weekly
ridership of about 17 .000 students
and employees. The system is
financed out of passenger fares and
a lJ NH subsidv. That subsidy
would continue tinder the COAST
proposal.
The Go\·ernor's Management
Re\·iew Team issued a report last
month that the Kari-rnn svstem
begin selling tickets on a per-mile
ba~is to save $253.800 of the
service's projected 1982 budget.
The increase in passenger fares is

an attempt by the Management
Review Team to make the Karivan system self-sufficient and thus
eliminate the need for the subsidy.
Kari-van Supervisor William
Puffer said the transportation
system has always been somewhat
reliant on UN H funding to offset
end-of-thc-vear deficits and
doubts that· the svstem could
immediately bccon1c self-reliant by
raisinl! fees .
Smith said. "Either the,· deal
with us or double the ticket prices."
Puffer said the 1982 budget for
his depar·tment will probably have

a $150.000 to $160.000 deficit by
the end of .Ju nc.
When asked what UNH intends
to do about the deficit. Puffer said
he didn't know.
Puffer declined to comment on
the possible increase in ticket rates
and said there has been discussion
ahout charging \·aried fees for
different routes. but refused to
comment further.
UNH is drnfting a trnnsportation_ proposal that would keep the

Kan-van separate from the other
carriers within COAST. according
to Bachich.
~
The approach suggest by UN H
would designate COAST as a
''.transit authority" subcontracting
out the use of the Kari-van
system's 18 buses as pa rt of a
broader public transportation
system incorporating other lines
COAST might acquire in the
Seacoast area.
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Colleges are .losin·g ·. groundi---CA_L_Eil_D_AR_ _ _ _
By Joe Battenfeld
New England's colleges and
universities are losing their
traditional place as a leader in
higher education, according to a
report by the Commission of
Higher Edu-cation and the
Economy of New England.
The report suggesfs that because
of higher education's declining
status in· New England, colleges
and universities . may no longer
continue to be a positive force in
the region's economy.
The study, commissioned by the
New England Board of Higher
Education, and released in March,
is the culmination of two-year's
work by leaders of both business
and education in the region.
The Commission cites three
serious problems affecting New
England's higher education
system:
--a measurable deterioration of the
public school system, which the
Commission says is "the very
foundation for higher education."
--a regional differential in the
capacity to finance higher
education. •
. --the perception in this country
that New England is no longer the
region of greatest opportunity.
"Collectively, these factors add
up to a negative trend in the
regions •capacity to educate.''' the
report said.
800,000 students are enrolled in
New England colleges and
unjversities, and the region has 50
percent more institutions of higher
education per capita. But the
energy-rich, or sunbelt states are
challenging higher education in
New England "as a basis for
regional prosperity," the report
said, because they have more
financial resources to fund
education.
As a result, publicly-supported
institutions like UN H are falling
way behind public universities in
the sunbelt states in expenditures
increased 40 percent faster in oil
and gas states.
The Commission finds this
"disquieting," because it could
result in a "potential stagnation or
even deterioration in the financing
capacity of publicly-supported
institutions of higher education in
New England ."
Allocation of tax revenues is
another measure of state support
of higher education. All the New
England States rank abysmally
low in this category. Next to
Massachusetts. New Hampshire
has the lowest percent, .and
because New Hampshire has a low
tax base to begin with, very little
money collected for taxes reaches
UNH.
.
Richard West. dean of the Amos
Tuck School at Dartmouth
College. is one of two
representatives of New Hampshire
on the Commission. He sees the
Commission's role as an
anticipatory one.
"The issue is not one of trying to
assess a bad situation," he said.
"We're trying to take action before
a problem develops. The sooner
issues are addressed the better."
West liopes the objectivity and
prestige of the commission, which
includes publishers, state senators,
and university presidents will help
bring potential problems to the

attention of state legislatures.
"All higher education is a
competitive industry, and New
England cannot divorce itself and _
fail to find out what's happening in
the rest of the country," he said.
West believes the NH
Legislature is too parochial.
"They're not aware institutions are
yying in a national marketplace,"
he said.
Not surprisingly. one option the
Commission suggests is to raise the
share of state support to public
universities cities.
"State tax policies should
encourage pri.vate sector
contributions to higher education
institutions. Moreover, financial
support for higher education
-
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should be increased," the report
said. The report cited state
legislatures in particular as
important forum for assuring .. the
value of public investment in
education."
The report also recommended
an all out public relations
campaign to .. accentuate the
positive" and ..encourage a new
way of thinking about New
England."
A major part of the publicity
campaign should be .. the
interdependent relationship
between the region's educational
.capacity and the success of
business firms located here," the
report said.

Follow all UNH sp~rts in
The New Hampshire

ATTENTION
RECYCLERS
-As of APRIL 24
Recycling at Leavitt Service
Center and Saturday Dorm
pick-up will be discontinued.

CLOSED FOR SU-M MER

11
------,1
.. ;

TUESDAY, April 20
UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S THEATER: Children's Theater
. Muscial. .. Bears, Birds, Boas and Elephants ... ?"·Wanda Karolczak
(book and lyrics) and Bonnie Marr (music and lyrics). Henne~sy
Theater, Paul Creative Center, 9:30 and 11 a.m. Admission: General
$1. Continues through April 17, 20 and 22. All performances sold
out.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIRES: Realism, Charles
' Leighton, AMLL (Spanish). Room 127, Hamilton Smith, 11:10
a.m.-12:30 p.m.
· WOMEN'S STUDIES PRESENTATION: Why Study Women?
Panel discussion will examine the roles of women's studies in the
university, the contemporary wqmen's movement and feminism.
Carro)) Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: vs. Keene State. Brackett Field, 2 p.m.
HANDICAP AWARENESS WEEK: Implications of spinal cord
injury and current trends in research--Dr. Stanley Wainatel,
Clipical Director of Rehabilitation Medicine, Boston University
Hospital. Sponsored by Handicapped Students Organization.
Room LI03, Parsons, 6-8 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: .. Itil be a Daffy-Dilly
of a Spring." Granite State Room, Memorial Union~ IO a.m.-3 p.m.
Continues through April 22nd.
WEDNESDAY, April 21
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room,
Heartbeat Bounce, for Heart Association by UNH RAPS,
Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through April 22nd.
HANDICAP AWARENESS WEEK: Simulated Disabilities Day:
Wheelchair tour of campus. Take a short tour-How accessible is
our campus? Sponsored by Hanidcapped Awareness Organization.
Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Revolutionary Women:
From Stone Throwers to Hearth Tenders, Janet Pulasky. ·
Senate/ Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon.
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Dartmouth. Brackett Field, I p.m.
CAREER NIGHT: Computers. Sponsored by Alumni Associati,on,,,
Elliott Alumni Center,7:30-9 p.m. Open to the public.
SENIOR RECITAL: Francis Boolba, saxophone. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY, April 22

''

Recycling still 1n progress 1n
Newmarket and Rye.
For more information
call 436-9278

University of Rew Hampshire

Summer Writers'

FIRST ANNUAL SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
·coNVENTION: Undergraduate students will discuss their papers
and dissertations.Sponsored ·by the sociology and Anthropology
Department.Elliott Alumni Center,8:30-5 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m.
UNH RECREATION AND PARKS SOCIETY MEETING: Last.
meeting of the semester dealing with military recreation. Gary ·
Hodgson from Pease will speak. 1-2 p.m. Carroll Room, Memorial
Union.
HANDICAP AWARENESS WEEK: Movie Day: Short films will
deal with physical, psychological and learning disabilities.
Sponsored by Hanidcapped Students Organization. Senate Room,
Memorial Union, IO a.m.-4 p.m.
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: UNH Concert Choir
and Ensemble. Sponsored by GaJlery Docents. Art Galleries, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 12 noon-I p.m.
MUB PUB: The . Now Sound Express. Sponsored by MUSO.
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission: 50¢. UNH ID/ proof of age
required.
MUSO FILM: .. Liidy Sings the Blues."Strafford Room~ Memorial
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 or season film pass. ·
' FRIDAY_, April 23

LAST DAY FOR FINAL PH.D DISSERTATION DEFENSE
FOR MAY GRADUATION.

Community

-<I

.June 27 to July a, 1982
PREPARE FOR

A one-week noncredit program for writers of all
levels. Featuring small classes. individual
' conferences, and a relaxed. semi-rura~ setting,- 90
minutes from Boston.
Novel - Ursula Hegi
Short Story - . Susan Wheeler
Poetry - Larkin Warren
Nonfiction - 1'orman Boucher
Bummer Writers' Community,·University of
New Hampshire. Verrette House, 6 Garrison
Avenue~Durham, NH 03824. (603) 862-2015.

MCAT·LSAT·GMATDAT·GRE·CPA
SSAT·PSAT•S·A T·ACT
• Permanent Centers open days. •
evenings and weekends.
·
• ~ow hourly cost. Dedicated full- •
time staff.
SM
. • .
• Compl~te TEST-N-TAPE fac1htles
nd
~~!rl:~:.ons a
•
• Classes taught by skilled instructors.

Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by researchers expert in their field .

~~rp;rev:::nt~:y

Opportunity to tr; nsfer to an,d
continue study at any of our over
100 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO• MAT• PCAT • OCAT • VAT• TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VOE~ ECFMG • FLEX • NOB• NLE

(f

~

~~

,

~n,. •-H

~
""PIAN P,epa,e
exams
IVI

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days, Eves & Wee~ends

'"'' Summe, to, fall
Call collect for details.
(617) 482-7420. Newton location
opening in April!!
For Information About Other Centers
Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE:

800-223-1782
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NOTICES

---COU RSES-<continued from page 1)

.

contmued review of courses.
Little discus·sion centered
ACADEMIC
around the proposed timetable,
WHAT COULD I DO WITH A . MAJOR IN
but many senators supported what
ECONOMICS?: Information about educational and
they referred to as "excellence in
career opportunities presented by WSBE faculty.
General Education."
Sponsored by Li.beral Arts Advising Center. Thursday,
Some senators expressed
April 22. Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, rp.m.
concern over discussing general
PRE-REGISTRATION DROP IN: Informal drop in
session for students who need help with their course
education before the publication
schedule and questions concerning psychology courses.
of the Master Plan, which is
Sponsored by Psychology Club. Starting Monday, April ·
expected by next month.
26 and ending Wednesday, May 5, Room 101, Conant, JO
The Master Plan will outline
a.m.-4 p.m.
recommendations for the
Dr.
by
Lecture
DEEP SEA DRILLING RESEARCH:
University, including the setting of
William E. Benson, Office of Earth Sciences, National
academic priorities. The Master
Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. Discussion will
Plan Commission submitted their
be on probing the secrets of the earth's mantle.
report to President Evelyn
Sponsored by Sigma Xi. Wednesday, April 21, 1925
Room, Alumni Center, 8 p.m.
Handler in Feb., and Haaland said
he expected the release of the final
version of the Master Plan before
ATHLETICS & RECREATION
the Senate's May 10 meeting.
TRAP AND SKEET CLUB MEETING: Sponsored by
Assistant Professor of English
Recreational Club Sports. Thursday, April 22, Room
David Watters proposed
202, Kendall, 7:30 p.m.
postponing discussion of general
education until the May 10
meeting--after the Master Plan has
CAREER
been released.
RESUME CRITIQUE: An opportunity for students to
Watters said the delay would
receive feedback on first draft resumes on a first-comegive senators •·· time to look at the
first-served basis. Sponsored by Career Planning &
Master Plan and Vice President
Placement Service. Friday, April 23, Room . 203,
Haaland's offer of fellowships."
TESTING
AND
COUNSELING
Huddleston, I :30-4:30 p.m.
Associate Professor of English
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES: Beyond the Bottle:
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Students
Andrew Merton supported the
Coping with Alcohol, faciltated by Debra Lastoff. One of
may learn of how they are coming across during their ona series of informal experiential workshops designed to
motion.
campus interviews on a first-come-first-served basis.
help you explore ways of understanding issues of
"I feel that I've been pressured
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement Service,
House,
Schofield
21,
April
Wednesday,
interest.
personal
here," Merton said. "We keep
Thursday, April 22, Room 203, Huddleston. I :30-4:30
p.m.
7
p.m.
hearing what the Master Plan has
in it, in fact we've heard some of
,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Ml!!.,. the report." But he said he would

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB: NHOC
Leadership presents Frank Hubbell, "A General
Respo_nse to an Emergency." Sullivan Room, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m. $T for members and non-members.
UNH COLLEGIATE FFA MEETING: Meetingtoplan
our roller skating trip. Thursday, April 22nd, Palmer
House, 6:30 p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB LECTURE SERIES: Last
lecture of the year. "Law and Psychology", Maire
Bennett, Forensic Unit of NH Hospital. Thursday, April
22nd, Room 104, Conant, 12:30-2 p.m.
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING LECTURE:
"Loose Lips Sink Ships" (eve.n in Iowa) or "What The
Hell Are You Saying?" A consideration of language • .
TuesdaY., April 20, Room 304, Horton Social Science
Center, 7:30 p.m.
STUDENT NURSES ASSOCIATION LECTURE:
"Using Positive Imagery to Enhance Healing," by
Patricia A. Warren, RN, M.S.N. Open to all School of
Health Studies majors. Will focus on new and creative
ways of looking at the art of healing. Thursday, April 22,
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 6-8:30
p.m.
PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING: Weekly
meeting. Bring a friend. Wednesday, April 21, Room 218,
McConnell Hall, 7 p.m.
FRESHMAN CAMP AREAS: Everyone welcome to
see the 1982 Freshman Camp areas.Wednesday.April
2 I, 28 ':nd May 5, M urkland, Rm I tu.

Sunday - Thursday 12:00 p.m. 12 a.m.
Friday-Saturday 12:00 p.m.-8 a.m.

rather read the report, which could
propose redirection of funds,
before he votes on General
Education Requirements.
Haaland argued against

<continued from page 1)

93
882-22
"Someone to talk to"
presents

Lady Sings the Blues

delaying discussion of the motion,
saying that the Master Plan would
make no mention of specific
changes.
"It (the Master Plan) is not
something that suggests that X
dollars go to X program," Haaland
said.
Senators voted against the
proposed delay.
The General Education
Requirements motion proposed:
1--0ne course in Writing Skills.
2--0ne course in Quantitative
Reasoning.
3--Three courses in •Biological
Science, Physical Science or
Technology, with no more than
two courses in any one area.
4--0ne course in Historical
Perspectives.
5--0ne course in Foreign
Culture.
6--0ne course in Fine Arts.
7--Two courses in Social or
Philosophical Perspectives.
8--One course in Masterpieces
of Literature and Ideas.
Professor of Political Science
Bernard Gordon, pointing out that
none of the eight categories made a
reference to Politics or
Government. proposed replacing
the word "Philosophical'' in the
seventh category with "Political"
and adding "Philosophical" to
"Historical" in the fourth category.
_Gordon said he was "astonished
that (the Calendar and Curriculum
Committee) has come up with a
regression," explaining that
references to Politics were in the
1860 and 1960 versions of General
Education Requirements.

---FEES----

The original purpose of the
surcharge was to allow the
University to adjust energy costs
with the fluctuating cost of oil.
Since oil costs have stabilized, the
surcharge was reincorporated into
the main room and board fee.
Hasseltine said.
Residential Life will use a
....,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. portion of its higher in•c ome for

MUSO FILM SERIES

dorm repairs and renovations,
Bischoff said.
The fee increase will also help to
lower Residential Life's budget
deficit by one third, she said.
"It will increase our ability to
pay off our . negative reserve,"
Bischoff said. •·we hope to get out
of the black."
The MU B fee will increase to
$50 in order to keep up inflation as

well as general building
maintenance. Assistant Director
for Business and Financial Affairs
Don Harley said.
The $3 hike in the student
activity fee is due to a $9,000
budget increase for the Women's
Center, new equipment for the
Student Television Network and
additional funds for M USO and
I
SCOPE.
The governor's management
committee has recommended that
Health Services become sclfsupportive, Dr. Patterson said.
In three years. by gradually
increasing the health fee, Health
Services plans to be entirely self
supporting, Chairman of the
Student Senate's Finance and
Administrative Services Committee Ray Foss said.

UniversityTheater
1981-82 Season
presents

Whose Life
Is.It Anywayl
Starring: DIANA ROSS
as the memorable blues
singer Billie Holiday.

Thursday, April 22nd
Strafford Room, MUB
Shown: 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
$1.00 Admi'ssion

-

by Brian Clark
directed by David J. Magidson
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire 1 ·
·
Durham·
April 27-May 1 at 8 p.m.
April 28 at 2 p.m.
Preview: April 26 at 8 p.m.
General: $4
UNH student-employee/Senior: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package
New England Center Restaurant
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---R UL ES- --

(continued from page 3)

( continued from page I)
the Judicial system at UNH, by
replacing area Judicial Boards by
hearing officers. The proposal also
recommends publicizing the cases
that come before Judidal Board
anct tne results ot tnose cases.
The senate will vote on both
proposals next Sunday night. If it
chooses not to approve Sanborn's
proposals, the senate must co~e
up with alternate proposals of their
own, which will then go to
President Handler for a final
decision.

·•1 don't think the rules have to be
·
any stricter,"
·•if the rules are in existence.
they should be enforced," Sanborn
agreed. ·•we realize that's not
happening. Effective enforcement
is the responsibility of everybody
involved," Sanborn said.
.. Our intent with these new rules
is to bring incidents involving
alcohol abuse to the fore,"
Sanborn said.
Sanborn also presented to the
senate a proposal to ··streamline"

THE .STONE CHURCH
on the hill in :\ewmarke t
Wed. April 21
.,._

.
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BIJO U LINK

--------------~-----dancing-

Free admission with this ad until 10:00, Wed.

Thurs. April 22

LUCY KAPLANSKI

-...

high prioirity on that."
According to DeVito ·•deteriorating sidewalks have been a
problem." He said a new lessexpensive concrete topping will
soon be experimentally used
behind James Hall and near
DeMeritt Hall.
Commenting on the work done
so far DeVito said ·•for the most
part our strategy has been to go to
areas that are undergoing change
(construction work, for instance)
and to adjust things to meet our
ends (for handicapped access) ."

Todd sees improvements made
for handicapped access as
benefiting everuyone using the
buildings.
•·one of the worries I have
concerns the architecture of the
USNH buildings," · Todd said.
Referring to the addition of ramps
and elevators for the handicapped
Todd said, "You don't want to
violate the integrity or design ( of a
building)."
Todd said it's important to
preserve the institutional quality of
the older USNH buildings.

The $4.8 million request will
allow for many different aspect of
handicapped life, Todd said. For
deaf people fire-alarms will be
changed from audible to
visual / audible. To aid the blind
elevators and signs have to be
replaced by special braille signs, he
said .
Todd said, ••The most precious
thing in this world is life. The
ability to live. You're giving
handicapped people a chance to
live and be a part of life."

Treat your SpritJ,gFever
'With one of our specials:
Prime Rib ... $:7.95

Top Sirloin 00 $6.6S

]ndulge in the tenderest and juiciest
beef you can imagine, at a very easy
to swallow price. Our Special continues: Regular portion of our Prime
Rib, Salad Bar, Potato, Hot Bread
and Coffee or Tea ... all for $7.95.

Top Sirloin ... the steak that made us
famous ... at the irresistable price of
$6.95 ... served with our abundant
Salad Bar and Potato and Coffee or
Tea ... _a meal to satisfy any hearty
Sp-ring appetite.

at

N~rsing Graduates:

Estitlllish the
i(lent itg !-J()11·,·e
Just eaa·ned.

Old Dover Rd. Newington

Hannon's 16 Third St. Dover

:These Specials are good daily through April 30, 1982
MASTER CHARGE VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS

Now that you've successfully earned yo~r
nursing degree, you're anxious to establish
yourself as a professional. In an environment
where you won't be lost in a crowd.
That's Carney Hospital. Where your
nursing career is given the chance it
deserves. You'll participate in an
·
orientation program that'll get you off on the
right start. And get clinical training and continuing education that includes exposure to
_every facet of nursing. ·
Carney was established in 1863 as a small,
health care center. Today, our facility is a
sophisticated, 376-bed teaching h~spital
dedicated to serving the community. We
provide our patients with the full _spect~~m . of
health care services and have maior aff1liat1ons
with Tufts and Boston Universitys' Schools of
Medicine.
Carney Hospital offers nurses a stimulating
work environment, close to the city most
noted for its outstanding community of medical
professionals. Our salaries are competitiye
within the Boston area. And we offer shift,
weekend and holiday differentials as well as a
benefits package that includes: career advancement through in-service education and tuition
reimbursement; liberal holidays, vacation and
sick time and complete medical and life
insurance.
You've earned the right to be recognized as a
highly qualified professional nu_rse. Car~ey C:an
make it easier for you to establish that 1dent1ty.
Contact: Barbara Haggerty, Nurse Recruiter.

Ca~ey Hospital
2100 Dorchester Avenue
Boston, MA 02124
An Equal Opportunity Employer

' ' I was looking for a change.
I wanted to use my hursing
education - to get the most from
my nursing career. That's when I
looked into Air Force Nursing .
Now I work with a wide variety of
patients from around the world .
I've experienced new challenges,.
and my responsibility
. for direct patient
· care has increased .
I'm part of a

dedicated, professional team.
As an Air Force Nurse. I may
have the opportunity to pursue
flight nursing, s,pe.c1alizat1on, and
advanced education .
Air Force Nursing is a great way
of life for me . It could be
just what you're
looking for too . ' '

.

Randi C. Logan

··· · \:. Capt . Air Force Nurse Corps

A GREAT WAY OF LIFE

IT MAY BE FOR YOU
CALL TOl)AY:

-ft•
Major
DeaDotta Martinson
617-324-1223/1224
Call Collect
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BetsyR oSe

THE STRAFFORD HOUSE
and THE STRAFFORD MANOR

and

Cathy Winter
in concert
A blend of progressive, feminist
and folk music

STUDENT RENTALS AVAILABLE FOR FALL
SEMESTER, 1982
PRICES START AT $650.00 per semester (all
utilities included)
·
SUMMER . RENTALS~ START AT ' $150.00 per
month (all utilities included)
Rental Office at The Strafford House call: 868-2192
14 Strafford Ave, Durham, N.H.

May 5, 1982, 8:00 p.m.

Strafford Room, MUB
Childcare available
Wheelchair accessible
interpreted for hearing impaired

$2.00 ·students, $3.00 non~students_
Tickets available at MUB Ticket Office, and at IMS
in Portsmouth and at · the door. Call UNH
Women's Center 862-1968

ACCOMMODATIO NS
Single and Double occupancy rcoms .
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wail ,to wall carpeting
All rooms completely furnished
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room
Telephone and television jacks
Parking available
Laundromat
Lounge area
Year-round Patio
The Sfrafford House and The Strafford Manor are located
in the heart of Durham, N.H. with all the facilities of the
University of New Hampshire within waiking distance.

The International Student's Association of
the University of New Hampshire cordially
invites you to travel

Around the World
in an Eve$g
Join us for an International Celebration.You will enjoy an
elegant buffet of authentically prepared, native dishes from
around the world. To enhance the international flavor of
your dining experience, you will be entertained by a
colotful variety of spectacles from around the globe. The
evening will be continued with dancing to the sound of
"Special Feeling" with opportunities to learn traditional
native dances. The evening promises to be one ofsple~dor, .
culture, fine dining and new experiences.
Saturday, May 1, 1982
Chun.·h of St. Thomas More, Catholic Student Center,
Madbury Road, Durham, N.H.
6:30 p.m., punch, wine and hors d'oueYres will he served.
Reception:
7:00 p.m. International Cuisine Buffet
Dinner:
Students 85.50 General Admission 87.50
Price:
Rcscf\·ut ions:: Call ( 603 )862-2290 or 868-7390 or mail a check made
payuhlc to the lntemationul Student Association. Tickets
may he picked up at the Memorial Un ion t ickct office or will
he mailed upon request. Please include your name, 1-,ruests
names and mailing address. R.S.V.P. hy April 23, 1982. As
we arc presently holding_your tickets from public sale a
speedy reply would he most appreciated.

Sunday Buffet
Every Sunday 12-4 p.m.
)

$4.95 per perso~

Dute:
Place:

We hope you will uttcnd and dress in a costume that will add your own
intcmutional flu,·or to. this e,·ent.

ttilflltAitlii

Includes
Small Salad
.Your choice of:
Poetic Pasta
Italian Fish Chowder
Manicotti
Chicken Florentine
plus Dessert
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( continued from page I)
impose a $300 fine to the minors caught using borrowed
licenses to buy liquor. This bill also would cite the loss of
the lender's license for ninety-days.
According to Lessard, presently the bill is "in limbo,"
awaiting the committee's decision to keep or lower the
fine of $300. He said he feels the fine is too high, but is
pleased that wherever the fine is eventually set, the money
has a good chance of going directly to local drug and
alcohol abuse programs.
The decision, Lessard said, should come ••any day
now." ••Hopefully within the next two weeks, otherwise,
it may have to be put off until the next session in January
( 1983)," he said.
· Another action took the form of an amendment
proposed by Sen. James Splaine, (D-Portsmouth). This
proposal, which will be brought into regular legislation in
the next session, concern_s motorists convicted driving
while intoxicated. It would impose a mandatory two day
jail sentence for first offenders.
••California has the amendment now, as do other
states. By (January) we'll see how they're doing," said
Splaine. "There's a lot of businessmen who drink and
then drive. They know they can get off with a slap on the
wrist."
Stricter sanctions haven't been limited to the state
level. In April of last year, Durham Selectmen added new
regulations to the obtaining of party permits which
caused most fraternities to drop plans for Oktoberfest
parties.
Because of a Durham town ordinance, Tally Ho
Restaurant owner, Joseph Souza, is denied the right to
serve alcohol. In an action last October, he requested of
the Durham board of Adjustments that the ordinance,
which prohibits establishments from serving alcohol if
the building is within 200 feet of another alcohol-serving

establishment, be waivered. He was refused.
••come down some night and see how many people I
have, then go to Tin Palace and see how many they have,"
Souza said in the Dec. 12 issue of The New Hampshire.
•·1t·s the alcohol the students want."
What do students think of the recent emphasis on
alcohol use at UNH? Junior Barbara Ohrstrom described
the drinking atmosphere as ·•heavy and constant."
·•1 .think most people laugh it off," she said. •·1 think
most students •don't think alcohol and drug abuse is a
serious problem. I remember one night when a friend and
I got drunk, I ended up at four A. M. nearlx choking to l
death on my own vomit. That distrubed me. I don't think
I have a drinking problein, but I think I may have the
potential to have one," she said.
One student, who wished to remain anonymous,
recounted a similar incident involving her brother. While
playing ••Quarters" at a party, he turned red and began
choking. When some party-goers took him to a sink, he
coughed up a quarter that had gotten lodged in his throat.
She described the incident as "pretty typical".
We didn't even get into how you get drunk and screw
somebody. Now that's pretty typical--especially for frat
parties," she said.
Junior Cindi Rohwer said education should come
before drinking, "but that doesn't seem to be the mode of
thinking."
One non-drinking student, who also•wished to remain
anonymous, said she felt that attitude is the major
problem, and that ••there's a great emphasis on getting
smashed," she said.
One student said the raise 1n the drinking age has
caused a problem. Janice Owen, a junior Sociolgoy
· major, said that without being twenty, students can't
drink in downtown bars with friends.

••People resort to floor and dorm parties and go totally
nuts," she said. ••(They) go out and get totally bombed.
That's the whole object."
.
Others, however, see no problem, with alcohol use.
··Basically, I don't see a problem," said sophomore
Debbie Burnett. •'There are people who can't handle it,
but they're everywhere. Most of us are here to study."
Juniors Brian Hemmenway and Jody Levine,
described the situation as an administrative overreaction.
"They're looking for something," said Hemmenway.
Said Levine: "I think it's faculty paranoia. Everybody
makes a big deal out of it, and generally the University
tries to stop anything that's fun.
Kappa Sigma brother Michael Coleman says Durham
needs a new bar.
"We have a lot of parties, that's true," said Coleman.
•·we are enjoying our college years. Now if that's a crime
sobeit."
·
Reacting to the consequences ofalcohol misuse, Gregg
Sanborn stressed an importance on the University rules.
"I think we have to be clear on University rules and
standards of behavior," said Sanborn. "We must adhere
to those rules and protect everyone's rights. The use of
alcohol cannot violate those rights."
Another authority on campus who wished to remain
anonymous didn't think that rules would change
anyone's behavior.
••People will always find a way around it."
.
Rev. Grainger described the University as having an
••all-pervasive problem, but not an all-pervasive
solu~ion." Many of the offenses reported to Sgt. Prince's
department are related to alcohol. "But," said Prince ••if
nobo~~ drank on this campus, it sure would be one quiet
place . .

- - - - - W E E K - - - - - - -TICKETSvisually handicapped, and learning
disabled students here."
·
UNH is involved in modifying
programs in order to comply with
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. Under this Federal
law no qualified handicapped
individual shall be excluded from
participation in any program
receiving Federal funding.
••For the mobility impaired we
have the Handi-Van. It is a free
service on campus to get students

i~~fE

(continued from page 3)
around to their classes. They can
also arrange for it to take them offcampus on the Kari-Van routes
and pay the regular rate," said
Kraft-Lund.
The Handi-Van service was
started about a year ago, according
to Nancy Kilbride, coordinator of
the Handi-Van Service. A
converted Ford van, it has been
equipped with a ramp to lift a
wheelchair and its occupant into
the van.

There has been some frustration
this winter with only one van and
about I 5 people using it.
To alleviate this problem the
University has ordered a new van
for next year. This one is specially
designed and built for handicap
usage.
"I even tried a wheelchair once,"
Kilbride added. "I got stuck in the
mud. It was so frustrating. I just
wanted to jump out and move it."

( continued from page 3)
would be receiving a half refund of
$ I I .SO for the inconvenience.
Dartmouth Student Sarah
Blaisdale, who also attended the
concert, doesn't think the situation
was a mix up but that "the tickets
were fakes," and was "incensed"
over the situation.
"Nobody_ was happy about
being relocated. That's all I can say
about that," Shanahan added.

The
New
Hampshire

Chemistry 409

presents

"Chemistry for Citizens"

World Window Tour
with special guest

The Jim Hall Band

Snively Arena
UNH Durham, N.H.
Reserved Seats
8pm Sunda·y, .April 25

A new one-semester 4.0 credit course in chemistry
will be offered this fall (and again in the spring
_semester). It is intended to provide an introduction to
relevant chemistry for non-science students.
Principles will be integrated with a variety of
applications including such topics as chemistry of
food additives, pesticides, and polymers. Related
laboratory experiments will be performed. The
treatment will be relatively non-mathematical and
the course has no prerequisites.
Since the course will not serve as a prerequisite for
any other chemistry course, it is for those students
who do not intend to take any other chemistry
course. It has been approved as a Group I General
Education requirement.
Students may preregister for Chemistry 409
beginning Monday, April 26, 1982. See your
academic advisor for details. Questions may be
addressed to Professor Wheeler or Denise Payeur in
the Chemistry Department.

Saf Students $8.50
General Public $10.50
Information 862-2290

Note: Chemistry 401-402 will not be offered in _l982-83.
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Editorial
•
The threat will increase
In its report •· A Threat to Excellence .. released
last month, the Commission on Higher Education
and the Economy of New England warns that New
England colleges and the region are facing serious
problems in the near future.
The report says the deterioration of the public
school system, the lack of regional capacity to
finance higher education, and the perception that
New England isn't an area of opportunity, all
combine to pose a threat not only to colleges but to
the economy of New England.
More than $11 billion in revenue is generated by
colleges, and while the report focuses on New
England, it also has an impact on New Hampshire.

In this state, the public school system is
deteriorating because towns can't raise property
taxes high enough to finance the system, there is a
lack of capacity by the legislature to finance higher
education, and there is a growing perception that
New Hampshire is no longer an area of
opportunity.
Aid to higher education is an investment, because
the high growth industries of the future will require
well-trained and well-educated college graduates.
The industries won't get them if the education
system in New England stagnates, as the report
!Suggests.
It says that one avenue of relief may be higher
state aid to schools from the legislalures, but that .

hasn't been a very popular idea in Concord.
With the advent of the New Federalism, the
squeeze will be on the state not only to finance the
university system, but also to pay for programs that
are currently funded by Washington.
New Hampshire will lose the excellence of its
colleges, along with investment opportunities,
unless new funding comes. It won't come from
Washington, and it won't come from selling surplus
property in New Hampshire or selling the airport in
Rochester.
It's time for the state to look towards instituting a
fair and equitable income tax, before the state runs
out of money, and before the threat to higher
education becomes a reality.

Letters
Jacobson
on feminism

someone who is obviously on some
type of crusade to save women. you did
nothing for us--cspecially with the use
of those words. If you arc an cxatl"!ple
of what a woman should be we would
opt to be men.
Look back l00 years. Ms. Jacobson.
and make a comparison to today's
women and their accomplishments. We
have risen in such areas as business.
academics. politics and athletics. We
arc nut just physical attractions to men
and our lives do not revolve around
men . It was rather unfair for you to
make such generalizations. We arc
making tremendous strides but can not
become equal over night.
We agree with you in that there is
nothing wrong with "being your own
person." .lust be prepared to be treated
as vou treat others. If you want to be
yourself then be n.~adv to accept the fa,·t
that others. in being themselves. may
reject your ways. This goes from being
an unemployed waitress to swearing at
men to calling kids in your high school
"absolute snots."
Maybe it is time you re-evaluated
yourself. your beliefs and just what it is
you arc trying to accomplish .
.
Martha Morrison
Peggy Acerno
Carol Bieniek
.Ian l.cvanti
Tori Underwood
1.ori Holmes

To the Editor:
I would like to respond to last
Friday's profile on Janet Jacobson "the
man-hater." Ms. Jacobson. in the
closing remarks of Friday's issue you
said that whatever the future brought.
you would continue helping women.
Well. I for one am one woman who
could do v<:ry well without your
assistance.
I ama business administration major
and very strongly believe in equal
rights. I think your crude comments
against men only hurt the ERA
movement because it turns even your
comrades against you. Instead of
alienating yoursclffrom the world. why
don't you try working rcsponsibly · to
change the system"? Your outcries only
r11ake others laugh at you . instead or
taking the su~jecl seriow,ly.
In reference to your crude language:
I am sorry to sec that you have made it
to your fourth year in college as an
English major. and you still can't find a
better. more intelligent wa y lo express
· your fcclings--other than through
profanities.
•
In the past I h,n·e waited tables and
similarly do not appreciate sexist To the Editor:
This letter is in regards to the
comments. However. I think you were
wrong in bringing your political beliefs "Profile" article on Janet Jacobson
to work . When going out to dine people which appeared in The New
arc there to relax and enjoy themselves. Hampshire on April 16.
· I wonder if Janet has ever heard the
They don't want to have a waitperson's
viewpoints thrown at them. even if adage. "Profanity only brings attention
to your words and not the intention
silently. You aren 't at an ERA rally.
Your feelings against the Greek behind them ."
Ob,·iously. she hasn 't or she
system seem rather harsh. (no. I am not
a Greek) . Granted the parties can wouldn't have wanted to call the reader
become wild. but so can any party who was appalled at her vulgar
where large quantities of alcohol are language and say. " ... read it again!"
I would think that Janet. who was
being consumed . tr you don't like wild
instrumental in obtaining SAFC
parties. stay away .
You seem to be upset that when your funding for the Women's Center and
friends joined sororities. they changed. such a strong proponent of feminism.
Maybe they didq't ha,c as much time would want people to listen and
for vou as before. and that hurt. It understand her thoughts and words
seems ridiculous to think that people instead of being "turned off" by the
won't change. and that they will have nilga rncss of them.
Granted. profanity is everywhere.
the same friends throughout college. A
similar situation is in changing however. if she wants people to listen
dormitories. One tends to spend more and not misunderstand her. she ought
time with the people with whom one to clean up her act-!
Tom Hastings
li,cs. Old friendships may dwindle
UNH Student
because of the "incon,cnience" of
trekking to another area: sad but true .
Again. in regards to your helping
women Ms . .lacohson: thank-vou hut
·
NO thank-you .
To the Editor:
Louise Broom
I am writing in response to the
extremists within the Women's
•
Mo,emcnt of which Janet Jacobson is
a mcmhcr (in both cases).
To the Editor:
The issue at hand should be equal
Dear Ms. Jacobson.
We found) our profile in the April 16 · work for equal pay. Yet instead of
stick int! with the issue of \\<Omen in the
edition of 77,e Ne11· Hampshire to he
\\ork f~m:c you ha,·c embarked upon a
not only ,ulgar. but demeaning to
campaign which splits up the cause.
women . It is not just your disgusting
You haYc managed to be caught in a
choice of \\'ords that hothc r!'> us. For

•

debate of morals. differing beliefs and
thus different ways of life .
In this context you yourselves.
through these extremists. have marred
the movement in attempting to force
"your" morals, or lack of morals. down
the throats of other women. As a result
many say "NO" (as I myself). and
refuse to be aligned with such people
regardless of their sex .
You sec it makes no difference if
you 're the same sex. race etc. Beliefs
differ. Religions differ. Instead of
keeping with a more logical and
unemotional goal: equal pay for equal
work. you have insisted upon
challenging people's beliefs. and ways
of life because thcv don't coincide with
yours. May I ask-:Whcre has it gotten
you all'? No where. The just cause of
equal pay for equal work may now even
be lost because of your own mistakes.
Good work girls!
Brenda St. Hilaire
Political Science Major

•
To the Editor:
Janet Jacobson should have quit
while she was ahead. Her first
submission to The New Hampshire was
extreme but honest. It came from the
gut--brainstorm of raw feeling. I found
the piece gruesome but not inaccurate .
The interview published in the April
16 issue of The New Hamp,\hire.
however. revealed little morl' than
rigidity and l'Onfusion . Jacobson .
please don't call yourself a feminist.
/\n\'onc who calls herself a "manhatcr" shames the entire women's
mo,·cnwnt.
Further in the interview. you claim
that men. too. arc societal victims . It is
therefore blatantlv sexist of rou to
apply this term to· yourself.
·
What the women's mo,cmcnt
doesn't need arc hostile extremists.
lashing out at half the population .
Sexism must be handled with maturitv
and discretion. We're all in the world
togcthcr--thc objective is t.o get the
public to listen ,llld be awarc--not tu·rn
them off with hrnsh hitchincss. You say
you \\ant to help women. your attitude
promotes an image of feminism that
manv of us would like to shake.
Fi°milly. your argument fan1ring
abortion was brutal. E,cn though the
fetus may be life. yours is more
important'! I suggest you don't attempt
to lobby for your cause .. . your efforts
would backfire and the coat hanger
method would be reinstituted.
Regina McCarthy
1.irn Lockard
Durham

•
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the article
on Janet Jacobson in last Friday's
issue. Reading such an aimless and
tasteless article not only tarnished my
image of The Ne11· Hampshire as a
literary source but really made me
wonder what the hell is going on down
at the Women's Center.
When a person goes to a center of
this type as a victim of a sexual assault.

unwanted pregnancy or other similar
problems they are likely to be in a very
vulnerable position psychologically.
Having someone with such extreme
and deranged views as Ms. Jacobson
working in such delicate situations
To the Editor:
could only be harmful to the
I can think of only two reasons why
individuals involved. Ms. Jacobson
Mr. Leverone ("Rock & Roll and
seems to have overlooked the human
Society" April 9. in University Forum)
clement and the fact that most personal
has bothered to explain to the rock and
crises involve individuals and not just
roll simpletons of the world the real
two groups. women and men. like good
purposes for the ,music.
and evil. I think as often as you can find
The first is that we have a man with a
a male chauvinist you ,will also find a
slightly perverted sense of humor. I can
woman who will exploit. use. or
picture him, a hardcore punk rocker.
sexually harass men.
his soul invested in the music of the
If Ms. Jacobson considers Playboy
Dead Kennedys. Black Flag. and the
pornography she is a very shletered
like, sitting over his manual typewriter,
girl. Playboy is a humorous. well
and laughing every moment while he
informed. well written magazine read
tries to make a great joke of it all.
by healthy. tasteful. gays.
And think what reactions he wants
heterosexuals. bisexual men and
this essay to have - - every Journey and
women alike.
Rush fan up in arms. wanting to write
.I ust bcca use it has pictorials
letters like. "Dear New Hampshire.just
accentuating the beauty of the female
who is this JERK who doesn't like
body does not mean it is exploiting
ROCK? Everybody I know likes
them.
Journey. Whose he think he is? Mr.
If Janet thinks most men exploit and
Wicked Smart? Jeees. he don't know
abuse females in some way or form
nothin'," and Mr. Leverone. sitting
maybe she has reason lo. After all.isn't . back and laughing. marvelling at the
it true that some individuals just
rest of the idiots who try to helplessly
happen to attract a certain breed defend rock music.
pc.ople and maybe that is all she has
Yes. either this man has quite a
been exposed to.
strange sense of humor, or he has a
I think it was in poor taste on the part
problem or two. I won't try to deal with
of the editor and the writcrof the article Joseph Leverone. the prankster. If this
to give such explicit attention to Ms.
is what he believes constitutes humor
Jacobson's lack of verbal control. and
(and don't misunderstand. rock needs
if there was any point to the article. it
humor) then he has spent a lot of time
could have been made without going to
writing a long joke that only he can
such extremes.
fully laugh about. I will deal with Mr.
Jonathan ·Jennings
Leverone who has a problem or two.

Rock and society
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So long to all that
By Brendan DuB.ois
Like death and taxes, one certainty you can
count on is that every spring, some senior will write
a maudlin column about leaving UNH.
·
Well, now it's my turn.
I came to Durham in the fall of 1977, scared of
what was going to happen to me during the next
four years, and with the knowledge that I would try
to learn about writing. With the help of my
Freshman English teacher, I took one of my papers
over to The New Hampshire about a month after I
started school. The paper published my article, and
I haven't stopped writing for it since.
Working on the paper meant a lot of contact with
different people at school, ' and I found out there's
no such thing as an ••average" student. Each one has
their own interests and circle of friends, and we
don't know that much about each other. I.don't
know about the dedication and hard work it must
take to be an animal science major, or the long
hours involved in being a computer science studen~~

I get the impression that when he
first read this essay to people before it
was published, they began turning up
their stereos as not to hear the whole
thing. He · begins with pseudo
communication (as opposed to real
communication): something
influenced by the wall created by loud
music. Poor Mr. Leverone has
apparently never had a good time when
loud music was playing.
Whenever he tried to talk with
someone, the conversation .. never went
beyond a superficial exchange of trite
data." As opposed to a deep and
probing exchange of profound data? Is
he talking about talking? Leverone
writes: ..There is np greater sense of
aloneness than being misunderstood or
unable to express oneself." Forget rock
and roll. now we have an existential
philosopher. We are to understand that
when there are people in a room,
turning up the stereo too loud prevents
expression, communication, and the
realization of the Self, Man's aloneness
in the Universe, et cetera.
I hope, then, that Mr. Leverone
leaves the room the next time.
He talks about the subject of
..daimonic expression" like a true
scholar. Maybe he should discuss
combinations of Freud. Skinner, Jung,
Rogers. and Bhudda religion in the true
evils of rock music. Alone with his
existential fears, he should truly project
a horrible vision of rock and roll music.
I think we should start breaking our
records today. Smash them to pieces
and turn our "dairnonic" to a
.. constructive direction." Then we'd all
be happy.
Finally, Mr. Leverone talks about
apathy. Loud music, he claims,
"shatters the focus of attention and
interrupts linear thought." ( My
thoughts stopped being linear when
they switched to vertical', then to
horizontal, and finally. like a good
color TV, dots).
I have one more quote by Mr.
Leverone, and I can't think of a better
example of apathy: "I honestly feel that
rock music isn't really saying much
these days, but ·perhaps many of its
listeners are not really feeling much
these days either." How much of this
essay did he commit to the music, and
not to his boring and confusing
psychological and philosophical
bullshit? He gave one example of
apathy in today's music by quoting one
Police song. He backed up his theories
of daimonic expression by mentioning
the Who's destructive tendencies
(which ended back in the early sixties).
But where the hell is the rock and
roll. one half of his title? Where are the
Jam. the Gang of Four. the Clash. the
Specials. Stiff Little Fingers. Tom
Robinson. Elvis Costello, the Talking
Heads. U2. The Undertones, and I
would love to go on and on forever,
because there is passionate music being
made right now. at every level of
popularity. And for Mr. Leverone to
write such an unpassionate, trite.
boring (just how many people got
beyond the first line?) essay about
something that demands attention,
consideration. and passion - well. the

sitting in front of a terminal at 4 a.m.
And I'm sure they don't know much about
running a student newspaper. It means working 30
to 60 hours a week while taking a full course load. It
means watching the sun rise more than once from
the bottom floor of the MU B. It means some
sacrifices--1 've only been to one concert and I've
never seen a hockey game--but with it comes the
satisfaction of working on what I modestly think is
the best student organization on campus.
College is a lot of different things, but it's mostly
learning; I learned what kind of people become
friends for life and what kind remain
acquaintances. I learned how to deal with taking a
year off from school because of cancer, and I
learned about what I want to do the rest of my life.
I also discovered a lot of things I like and dislike
about school.
I found out I like skipping classes to go to the
beach, getting my writing published, the English
Dept., Prof. David Long's history classes, parties,
and spending time with my friends.
I found out I disliked lines, the rising costs of
everything, parking, missing library books, and

"Rock and Roll and Society" which
appeared in The New Hampshire. I feel
your columnist is grossly misinformed.
I agree with Mr. Leverone that some of
today's music is preprocessed
comercial noise, but if he wants to hear
something different all he has to do is
turn the dial on his receiver.
WBCN, WUNH, and WERS are all
playing music with a purpose, whether
it be to entertain or inform. These
stations _don't promote apathy by any
measure.
I can't figure out how Mr. Leverone
can say people don't use their minds
when listening to music. Bands over in
England are releasing more politically
and socially oriented music than
anyone can keep up with . One listening
to the "Sandfo1sta" LP would convince
you that pol.itics are alive and well in
today's music.
Your opinions are based solely on
pop music. Anyone who hasn't gotten
past Top 40 music should be depressed
about the state of music today. But
these are the same people who listen to
and promote that type of Rock. The
Clash put it best in the song "The
Magnificent Seven": "Plato the Greek
or Rin-Tin-Tin? Who's more famous to
the billion millions'!
P . Kevin O'Brien

Scholars
and writers
To the Editor:
I was dismayed by Gerald Duffy's
article. "Writers for scholars'!" in the
April 6 The New Hampshire . After
assuming--wrongly. I think--that the
April 2 lecture by Irish poet and critic
Seamus Deane would be "lost ·on the
general audience". Duffy goes on the
suggest that "the more scholarly
( Writer Series) lectures could be
omitted or perhaps included in a
separate series of esoteric topics ...
Such an attitude. it seems to me, is
dangerously n~rrow-minded. It is the
responsibility of any university to
provide its students with opportunites
to experience new ideas. and to become
acquainted with important critical
work in every field.
Certainly not all topics are of equal
interest or value to everyone. but it is
the right of the students and faculty
themselves to decide which lectures
they wish to attend . They arc capable of
doing so without "help" from some
third party who chooses to designate
topics as esoteric. for surely such a
designation is. a value judgement.
Mr. Duffy's suggestion that
"esoteric" lectures be omitted
altogether amounts to a slap in the face
for all those who recogni,.e their value.
His suggestion that they be segregated
from topics appropriate to some
imagined "general audience" indicates
that he has little confidence in either the
judgement or the intelligence of the
UNH community.
Bob Smith
Graduate student

Farce
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the article

To the Editor:
On the evening of Thursday. April
15th. the New England Center was

sponsoring an alleged "UN H 'Student'
Night at the New England Center".
featuring Crossfire. Publicity posted
throughout the campus and town
indicated that an ID was required.
Being a "Student Night", it was
assumed that the ID required was a
student ID and not an ID to prove that
one was 20 years of age.
We were very disappointed to arrive
at the Center only to be turned away at
the door because a few members of our
group were 19 years old. We were also
told by the person checking IDs that
they had "decided" to limit the
audience to those 20 years or older. so
that the room would not become to
crowded.
We feel. since it was .. Student Night"
the age limit was unfair to those
students under 20. comprising
approximately half of the student
body. In the future. we hope that the
New England Center will conduct its
events in a more professional manner.
and either publicize their events more
clearly. or not limit the age of students
on a student night. Frankly. we feel
that the New England Center's
.. Student Night" was nothing but a
farce .
Karen E. Gianacoplis
Barbara L. Van Norman
Lisa C. Eberhardt
Tracy .I . Smith
Ellen M. Canty
Box 3475. Philbrook

professors who give you the impression they would
rather mail you their lectures instead of reading
them to you three times a week.
My first_ semester here in 1977 seemed to drag
forever; this last one has felt like it lasted three
weeks. I suppose it's the approach of graduation
that causes the change in time perception.
With graduation comes the fear of ••The Real
World." Most of us have had jobs during the
summer, but they didn't really count, since we
always knew we'd.be back in school during the fall.
Now that protect10n, that sense of sanctuary, will
. be gone once we put on our black robes this May.
I feel sorry for my fellow seniors who think their
ed~cati_on will automatically end when they get
their diplomas. For me at least, I will always be
learning as I live.
If anything, college isn't a way of life, but a state
of mind. As I move on, I will always remember
these special five years, the good times and the bad.
l hope that those memories stay true, and I hope
they will at least comfort me and inspire me during
the future. Then I'll know that a college education is
really 'Worth something.

Awareness and homosexuality
To the Editor:
I would like to echo the sentiments of
a recent letter submitted by the
Counseling and Testing staff regarding
the negative and unacceptable social
climate which homosexuals on this
campus must cope with.
In our society, fear exists on many
levels. Fear of walking alone at
night...fear of rejection by those we
love ... fear of being all alone
forever. .. fear of failing ... fear of
believing passionately in something
most people don't share in. Each of us
can think of things which have made us
fearful during our lives. Fortunately.
while we all have fears which recur, for
most of us, they are not constant
companions which adversely affect our
ability to interact comfortably with
anybody on an everyday basis.
For many homosexuals at UNH.
fear is a constant companion. created
by a social and political environment
that is non-supportive and essentially
non-accepting of a sexual lifestyle that
is different from that dictated by our
cultural norm. and thus shared by the
majority of people.
Through much painful interaction
and debate, I have learned of my own
insensitivity to the issue and to the
people most victimized by the trauma

of rejection based on sexual identity. I
have learned that neutrality on an issue
of oppression is not enough, and in the
framework of many of the victims,
translates as negativism or subtle nonsupport.
When unfair opprssion is the issue,
the stance of .. l am not against them"is
insufficient. The genuine measure of
one's stance on the issue becomes,
"What am I ACTIVELY and VISIBLY
doing to help eliminate oppression,
whether it be sexual, spiritual, or any
other critical life area." Personally. I
am committing myself to this latter
standard of measure. I hope other staff,
faculty, and students will join me.
I am pleased that, as a department,
Residential Life is committed to
helping raise awareness about life's
oppressions. I also 'believe we can and
must do better. On behalf of the
Residential Life Hall staff, I join the
Counseling Center staff in calling for a
renewed campus commitment to
understanding. accepting. and
promoting freedom from fearful living
as well as a strong commitment toward
eradicting both the obvious and subtle
roots of oppression on our campus.
Scott Chesney ·
Assistant Director
Residential Life

Communications
To the Editor:
As we all know. the Communications department has experienced some
growing pains in the past couple of
years. Demand is high, classes arc
crowded, and every student is watching
out for his or her own interests. What
can a Communications major do'!
Let's get organized. On W_e dnesday.
April 21. at 7 p.m. in the Carroll Room
of the MU B, an association of
Communications majors will hold their
first meeting. It will be open to all
communications majors. minors. and
faculty with the aim· of:
·
I) Building cohesion among majors.
2) Working together for the
betterment of the department, and.
3) Giving students a chance to talk
about classes. careers. and goals.
I'd also like to see some social
activities for the group. It seems that
Communications majors. on the
whole. get out of class and go their own
separate ways. I think some extracurricular activities--for example.
softball. beach trips. lectures. or
student-faculty functions--would open
a lot of previously clogged channels.
An organization is long overdue. It's
time for Communications majors (like
the ASME. ASCE.and Recreation and
Parks Society). to play an active role in
their department. There's need to
interact. to share. to communicate-outside the classroom. Your input is
vital.
After all. the communications
association. like the Communications
major. is what rou make it.
·
·
Chris Russell
Communications "83

Spring and I are here at last!
for
A Daffy-Dilly Bloodmobile
April 20, 21, 22
MUB

10 to 3
Durham Red Cross
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The fear
ofcanceris

Canceris
often curable.

-------LESSA RD----( continued from page 2)

often fatal.

aren't paying for even the bare essentiais we all
need such as roads and prisons. A few people bear
the burden of it all."
One of his major arguments for_a broad-based
tax is that it is the only way to adequately fund the
University of New Hampshire. The NH University
System ranks 50th in the country in state aid and
students pay the second highest tuition charged at
any land-grant university.
It is the issue closest to Lessard's heart. He
received his associate's degree in management
from UN H and will graduate with a bachelor's
degree. in· political science in May. He has been a
University emloyee and has represented the
Durham area for four terms in the House and one
term in the Senate.
· Lessard's concern is that a high quality
education should be available to all qualified NH
residents. He cannot talk for long without bringing
· the University into his conversation.
His outspoken support to increase state aid for
UNH runs head-on into the policies of the Senate
Republican coalition and Senate President, and
gubernatorial candidate, Robert Monier. Monier
wants to cut the University's state funding and
increase the university's dependence on tuition.
Lessard said, "One of the reasons I ran for the
House the first time was because I thought 33
percent state funding for the University was
ridiculous. I don't want the University to be treated
as a poor stepchild of the state, which is what Bob
Monier wants to do."
As one of the youngest members of the House,
where few young people are in influential
positions, Lessard managed to serve on the
education subcommittee of the House
Appropriations Committee for two years and was
the Vice Chairman and ranking Democrat on the
House Education Committee.
He has had an uphill battle lobbying for
pay raises for .t he University faculty and staff-among the most poorly paid in New England. He
has also worked hard to hold the line on in-state
tuition.
When NH was the only state to not pick up
federal student aid program because it required
state funds to match federal funds, Lessard
sponsored a bill to make use of the federal benefits.
After Governor Thomson vetoed it in 1975,
Lessard sponsored the NH Incentive Aid Program
bill, again in 1976 and lobbied hard. It passed both
houses and has since provided more than $600,000
in educationai grants and $7 million in low-interest
guaranteed loans to NH students.
"He really believes in the University System,"
said Lila Chase-Marshall, director of the
university system information office.
Vice President for University Relations Eugene
Savage said "Representatives from thi district
must be supportive of UNH, but there's a
difference between that and being a leader of that
support. Leo Lessard has been a leader in the

... has

OCEANIA ...
for Men
DIABLO ...

for Women

In stock .in Downtown Durham
Check our -Service -Selection -PRICES

tii'Xil:cWIMt,tU
NICK'S
Try our Specials!
Friday:

se·nate."
"Leo grew up in Milton, and seeing his peer lack
the opportunity to go to school made him
committed to providing more educational
opportunity to NH people," Savage said.
A college education was not an opportunity
Lessard thought he would have himself. His
French-Canadian father, Norman, with only a
sixth-grade education and broken English,
supported his three children by working a full-time
job in a factory and moonlighting. Lessard's ·
mother, ~eatri~e, also had to work in a factory
through his childhood years to pull the family
through. The prospects of going to college were
dismal.
••1 was going to settle for working in a factory,"
·Lessard said. ••1 had always been told I couldn't do
this, couldn't do that because we weren't rich
enough."
When Lessard was 12, his father died. Social
Security benefits helped pull the family back on
their feet after Norman's death.
••1 like that--it was there to help us when we
needed it," Lessard said. ••1 don't like to see people
on benefits extended over a long period of time."
When Lessard was in high school, he joined his
mother at a fiber-board factory in North
Rochester. He claims an accident at the factory
was a turning point for him.
A machine he was working on kicked back and
severed part of his lower left kg and put him on ·
crutches for almost two years. His mother, who
had worked at the factory for 16 years, was fired
for insubordination when she hired a lawyer for
him.
•·This is going to sound a bit corny, but that
really changed the direction in my life," Lessard
said. ••1 wasn't going to settle for working in a
factory anymore."
··ouring that time I was the beneficiary of all
society had to offer--Workman's Compensation
and Social Security--and I wanted to make sure it
would continue to be available to others."
Lessard, who had wanted to enter politics since
his childhood days of admiring the Kennedys, took
the government benefits and used them to go to
college.
After his first year in school, the Workman's
Compensation ran out and he started paying his
way with a job as a UNH janitor. Eventually he
worked full-time in the University purchasing
office so he could work his way through college,
one course at a time, with the staff benefits of free
courses.
He has worked hard to get ahead and he knows
the problems of society's less fortunate on a
personal level.
"I want to make sure the David Stockmans and
Ronald Reagans and Mel Thomsons don't destroy
what I was a beneficiary of," Lessard said.
It is what keeps the crusader in the gray flannel
suit going despite his uphill political battle.

Department of the Arts

Seafood Platter $6.15
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PRE-REGISTRATION
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Pork Chops $6.25

OF STUDIO COURSES
FALL SEMESTER
THURSDAY. APRIL 29, 1982

Join Us!

Art Majors 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Want to he involved with Building
the MUB Budget or the Annual
Space Allocation Process? If so,

Room A201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office)
You must bring your signed
p're-registration form.

Non-Art Majors 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Carroll-Belknap Rm, MUB

Get Involved!

Students can only register .fdr one person

The MU B Board of Governors 1s
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I Commuter Rep
2 Resident Reps
I N on-SAF Organization Rep.
Applications are available in Rm. 320 and must
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NOTE: You do n01 have to pre-register
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II
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.Gentleme n prove ·spirited hosts
money come from?"because, .. you , introduced a different type of
and I know what girls will do for humor to the concert.
The group introduced some of
pearls.•• suggesting that Red .wasn't
as pure as we've always thought its songs with jokes such as the
following: There were two guys in
she was.
The ConnChords did a fine job a bathroom--one from Harvard
and . their easy style was well and one from Amherst. When the
men had got through relieving
received by the audience.
The New Hampshire Gentlemen themselves the Harvard man
followed the ConnChbrds with walked over to the sink. turned and
part of their polished repertoir:e said,•· At Harvard we are taught to
including •·Moondance" with an wash our hands after we relieve
excellent first tenor lead by Gents ourselves." To which the Amherst
man replied, •• At Amherst, we are .
managed Dave Callahan.
They also preformed .. By the taught not to pee on our hands ...
Time I Get To Phoenix.~• The audience reaction was mixed
to the unst!rious bantering style of
.. Dreams:• .. So In Love:· with the
lead sung by accomplished tenor the Sabrinas. However the group
made it through such songs as
Clark Sutton Ill.
· Other Gentlemen sung tunes ..How High The Moon, .... lt Don't
Mean A Thing If It Ain't Got That
include .. Light A Rose,•• and the
Gents two encores .. Little Deuce Swing," and ••stow Boat To
Coupe.•• and the .. Shaefer Beer China" with grace and a
professional attitude.
Medley." The Gentlemen
The Harvard K-rokodiloes was
displayed their enthusiasm for
th~ last group to sing and
both their music and their school
performed in their natural
when they invited six of the group's
professional style such tunes as
alumni on stage to sing The
University of New Hampshire .. House of. Blue Lights,",
Alma Mater during which the .. Sometimes I'm Happy,·· and a ·Joanne Lannin. (file photo).
audience rose to its feet in respect · 50's song medley including .. Let's
go to the Hop." .. 16 candles."and
and sang along.
The Gents were followed by the
had none/ Where did all that Amherst Colle,te Sabrinas who GENTS, page IS
By Brendan DuBois
Soon after the Take Back the
Night participants finished their
march last nightJournalist Joanne
Lannin read from one of her
columns to a sparse crowd in the
Dimond Library, describing her
anxiety at interviewing Celtics
players in their locker room after a
game.
.. The thought of being with the
giants of my childhood in their
locker room unnerved me,"
Lannin, a long-time Celtics fan.
said ... But why not start with the
best."
Lannin has been teaching
journalism at UN H for the past
year, while on leave from the
Portland Press-Herald, where she
.. is a sports reporter.
.. Being the first and only sports
writer on the ' Portland PressHerald meant an initiation
period," she said ... But it was fun."
Interviewing the Celtics in their
locker room was part of that
initiation, she added.
A graduate of UNH with a
degree in English, Lannin taught in
high schools for five years, and
then was an editor for the
Wednesday Journal in Manchester.
The New Hampshire Gentlemen performed sometancyfootworuo ·•Little Deuce Coupe··.
N.H.
Blackmar photo).

By Bingo Pitts
No one left early from the 3rd ·
annual New Hampshire
Gentlemen Spring Song Festival
last Saturday night. From the time
the first of the four college singing
groups got on stage until the last
encores the 700 person crowd in
New Hampshire Hall listened and
responded enthusiastically.
The Gentlemen hosted two
female a cappella groups-The
Connecticut College ConnChords
and The Amherst , College
Sabrinas. as well as the Harvard
Krokodiloes.
True · to their name and
reputation. the Gentlemen let the
ConnChords perform first. The
whimsical. well-delivered
repertoire included .. Santa
Catalina.•• .. Flaming Mamie.••
.. Somewhere.•• .. California
Dreaming.. and an updated
version of Dione Warwick's .. Run
Around Sue:• rearranged as .. Run
Arounti Stew.•• The fourteen
member group combined with
talent in numbers like .. Red Riding
Hood.''
A song that tells the real story
behin.d Red Riding Hood's
actions: .. Mother and Father she

.Lannin goes for a

Graduation proves good taste?
.. It's too warm to sit by the radiator," Dad said,
flipping the top of his cream soda into the sink. Do
you want to go sit out on the porch?"
.. Sure," I said~ and we stepped outside, kicking
Vladimir, who was drooling on the threshold, out
of the way. It was still warm outside, even though it
was nearly midnight, and if we listened carefully we .
could hear the crayon factory rumble through its
ni~ht shift, down by the river.
This . is the best time of rear," Dad said,
Because it's warm but there ain t no bugs yet." He
took a tong pull on his cream soda. "Last two weeks
of April, first week of May, that's when it's the best.
By die time you get out of school it 'II be too hot." he
paused, and stared at the holes Vlad had dug in the
yard. "have you ordered your tickets for
commencement yet?"
1 didn't know I had to.,.
0f course yo~ 'do. How else are we all going to ,
see your graduation?" When I asked who wantecl to
see my graduation, he became indignant. .. Why,
there's your Aunt Fiona from Madawaska, · and ·
your Uncle Yeoman-"
ul thought he was dead.,.
.. I guess he was, or at least they thought he was,
but he came out of it. And one of the first things he
wanted to know was whether Todd had graduated
4

0

0

0

or not, because he didn't want to miss it. Then
there's your Uncle Roscoe-"
.. I never liked him. He used to throw rocks at me
because I was too short.'
Well, that's no reason to snub him now, when
you're all grown up. And of course there's me, and
your late mother would have wanted to come if I
hadn't run her down with the lawn mower, and ,of
\
course there's Vladimir--"
.. But he's a dog."
.. So."
1 don't think they'll let dogs in. Unless they're
seeing eye dogs."
But that's what Vlad is," Dad said ... He's my
seeing e1e dog ...
Y OU re not blind.,,
.. I'm blind as a bat without my glasses. Many's
the time Vlad has saved me from certain death,
wandering in front of a truck or something, when I
didn't have my glasses on. What if I was too lose my
glasses in the crowd at commencement? What
would I do without Vladimir? I certainly couldn't
rely on your Uncle Yeoman-"
•Tm not even sure I'm going to graduation. It
sounds boring ...
You've ~ot to go. All your relatives would kili
you if didn t. Besides. what's the point of going to
0

0

0

0
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story

Since joining the staff of the
Herald almost two years ago, she
won an award from the Maine
Press Association for a sports news
story. She spoke last night as part
of the Writer's Series, reading from
several of her non-fiction articles.
Two of her pieces were columns
dealing with strong women who
take control of their lives and their
situations. In one, a woman
decides that .. she deserves to be
happy" and decides to leave her
'husband, a man who drank,
gambled, and hardly ever came
home at night.
In the second article, Lannin
wrote about a woman who helps
her husband after he has
ac.c identally cut off two fingers
with a s~w. The woman manages
to keep her husband calm.
retrieves the severed fingers and .
puts them in a bowl full of ice. and
while calling for an ambulence,
hopes the phone oeprator won't
panic.
While ~annin says she ~s treated
well by fellow staffers at the
newspaper, she still manages to
have .. run-ins\' with coaches.
.. I've had a lot of run-ins with
WRITER, page 15

by Todd Irvine _
college, sweating for four years, i( not to have your
~!1e moment of glory, shaking the_President's hand... don't get to shake her hand. That's only in the
winter. And the gowns are made of this cheap
looki~ nylon stuff."
..So. So what if they're a little tacky?'That's not
the point. The point 1s what it all means. People
forget that. They just go to school so they can make
more money than somebody else. You're supposed
to go to school so you can develop good taste." He
stopped, and listened to the hum of the factory.
Has vour taste improved since you started
school1"
... guess so."
·•Good. That's important. That you learn
something. When I went to school we learned
things. People don't do that any more. Of course, I.
, blew it. We all did, they put too much pressure on
·you, and you forget what you learned and do•
somet'1ing else. Do you think they'll get to you?"
I said that I thought they would, but I hoped that
it took awhile.
Yeah, that's the secret. Holding them off as long
as you can. the bastards." And with that, Dad flung
his empty cream soda bottle over the porch railing,
into one of Vlad's holes. The bastards...
0

0
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Synergy: improvis ational,
inspirati onal dance
By Lucy Morris
Synergy, a group of dancers and
non-dancers, under the direction
of Liz Ginsburg performed this
past Saturday night at' the
Newman Dance Studio in New
Hampshire Hall.
The audience of 75 or so people
sat on mats covering half of the
floor while the dancers made use of
the other half in a bold, but
sensitive way; coming right up to
the first row of the audience at
times, allowing eye contact, and at
one point extending the dance
right out into the audience.
Liz Ginsburg, who teaches
Modern Dance I at the University
and has studied Renaissance as
well as other historical dances,
founded Synergy on the belief that
" ... individuals with little or no
technical training, but with an
understanding of dance principles,
can create something of artistic
value through movement."
Synergy was formed two years
ago of students from her dance
classes. The company has been
broadened to include members
from all sorts of backgrounds: Kim
Clark is a carpenter; David
Gibson, an organ builder; Charles
Shackett, a student: George ,
Si'mpson, a physicist doing
research here at UN H; Kathryn
Sky-Peck, poet, writer, and
teacher at the University; and three
dancers: Betsy Witham, Susan
Cotter, and Liz Ginsburg.
Due to an injury to her ankle,
Liz Ginsburg was unable to
perform. Taking her place with
two days of rehearsals was Mary
McHenry, a ·dancer and student at
UNH.
The basis of their work is
improvisation and their pieces are
created in one of two ways.
One way is to set a loose frame

allowing room for interpretation,
in which the movements will never
be repeated identically.
The other way begins with
improvisations, from which are
extracted movements that will be
put into an established form or
pattern. Both methods were used
· in this performance.
"Impulse", the second piece on
the program, was an improvisation
structure created by the dancers
that they often used ·a s a warm up '
for rehearsals.
It began with the slow,
synchronized breathing of four
couples on their knees in a circle. A
couple would break from the
stillness of the circle into
movement and then slowly find a
resting spot. Then another would
do the same, so that simultaneously there were frozen poses
of varying shapes against bursts of
movement. This is one of the
dances where the movements will '··synergy" performed Saturday night at the Newman Dance Studio
in New Hampshire Hall.
never be the same twice and an
(Phil Ginsbu_rg photo).
element of surprise and
the dancers flinging each other.
switch, the women swaying lightly Think ... a minute ... Sometimes a
spontaneity is conveyed by the
and sighing with the male dancer minute ... "
dancers who don't know
Shapes II ended with a group of
growling. This piece brought quite
The final piece, "Suite for P~et,
themselves how the dance will
a few chuckles from the crowd.
Student, Carpenter, Physiscist, dancers folded over each other in
unfold each time it is performed.
The poet in the company,
Organ Builder, and three Dancers" the center of the floor. A boy-like
One effective aspect of the
Kathryn Sky-Peck choreographed
choreographed by Liz Ginsburg, character (Charles Shackett)
dancing was the lack of music in
was the longest and most walked on stage, bored, a little
certain pieces which allowed the a piece to two spoken lines: "Wait a
minute", and "Sometimes I think";
structured of the pieces and the one dejected, clapping his hands.
dancers the room to clap their
slapping his thigh "Lookin' for
and one word: "Listen."
requiring the most work.
hands, or sigh or speak or growl
It was danced by herself and
It was choreographed in seven sumpin' to do" when the group
and hiss as was the case in a piece
Susan Cotter, each taking one of
parts; Meeting, Pairs, Shapes I, broke into play. They swung each
choreographed by Betsy Witham
the two lines, shifting the meanings
Lines, Flings, Shapes 11, and other, clapped hands, played tag
using three dancers. After a series
of the words through the tones of
Playing, and was danced to music and ran through the seated
of stiff, military-like movements,
audience to clap their hands with
their voices and variation in
of the Renaissance period.
the two female dancers broke
movements. The changing point
It was a series of closely related them-an appropriate finale to the
away, sustaining harsh growls with
came after the word "Listen",
pieces beginning with the dancers evening in which dancers actually
clenched fists, stamping their feet.
spoken and whispered to each
milling about. meeting. pairing off, touched the audience .
while the man in the middle of a
Synergy will be continuing their
and then coming back together.
other.
diagonal line to the audience
dancing this summer, and those
The former state of conflict · Moving through different forms,
would sigh sweetly the expression
who missed this past performance
turned to one in which each were
then forming lines in various
"Aaaaaaah." Then as quickly as
will have a charlce to witness this
directions and patterns. The lines
babies turning on or off their · mutually listening, meshing their
unique group next semester.
phrases; "Sometimes I... Wait,
turned into the "Flings" piece with
crying mechanism, they would

WAR NIN G
To All Studen ts
*Summer Job Market at All Time Low!
*Cutbacks Slash _Student Aid!
*Education Costs Skyrocket!

IS,THE IDEA OF WEARING
A UNIFORM KEEPING YOU
·our OF ARMY ROTC?

This is the situation you must face in the upcoming months. You need
a solid, high paying summer job in order to cover your education and
extra expenses. But in today's economy, how do you get one?? NOW
there is HELP!! Finch Associates, a professional employment
research firm, is proud to announce the long awaited publication of
That Extra Edge: "The Ultimate Summer Job Hunting Manual"!
After 7 years of intensive summer job market investigastion, we have
developed a manual bursting with the techniques you need to obtain
that special job. With procedures customized for the student, we lead
you step by step toards a profit.a ble summer!
With The Extra Edge -- you will know:
**Where to find the high paying jobs in your area!
**How to make an employer select YOU over other applicants!
**Those rarely revealed secrets of the hiring process; and, how they
can work to yo.ur advantage!
**How to save time and avoid the frustrations of job hunting!
** And many more amazing employment methods -- proved to be
successful!

'

'

i

That Extra Edge: "The Ultimate Summer Job Hunting Manual" is
being offered at a special introductory price of $4.95. It will pay for
itself over and over again with fantastic job opportunities. Take Action
and order NOW! -- so you will have That Extra Edge when you need it
most -- this summer!!
Simply fill in the handy coupon below and send to:
Finch Associates 23 Gordon Dr. Londonderry, N.H. 03053

I

I

/ I
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***Order today and receive our exclusive listing of summer job
contacts -- Absolutely Freel

----------------------------Yes!! I need That Extra Edge in finding a great summer
job. Please Rush my manual First Class. I enclose $4.95.
Name_______ _______ _______ __

Address:---------------------City_____/____ State ______

Zip_ _ _ __

Whether you realuc it or not, you're probably
wearing a type of"unifonn" right now.

There's nothing wrong with it. But an Anny
ROTC uniform could make you stand out from
thcaowd.
And ROTC will help yoi.. become more
outstanding. Because you 11 de,·elop into a leader
of people and a ~nager of money and equipment.

So how about swit&ing "uniforms" i:>r a
few hours each week?

fur more infonnation, contact your ProfCSK>r

of Military Science.

ARMYROTC.
BEALlYOU CAN BL
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By JOHN FRAZIER
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By JEFF MacNELLY
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"Rock Around .The Clock."
They finished with two encores,
"Bird land," and "My One and
Only Love."
·
The New Hampshire Gentlemen
have been performing at U.N.H.
for only four years, yet . the
professionalism and enthusiasm
with which they put into their
performance equals the
enthusiasm and pride they feel for
U.N.H.
According to Dave Callahan,
business manager of the
Gentlemen, the group "wants to
instill spirit in the U.N .H.
· community, as another avenue for
pride in the school. We have good
sports, and good academics here,
but not much in the way of musical
activities that the students can
relate to as performed by other
students. We want to give the
University community as much as
we can to get real spirit in the
school and to start a new tradition
that students can be proud of."
Callahan also said that the
Gentlemen need all the support
they can get from the
administration and students.
700 people . showing up on a
Saturday night to hear the Gents
and their guest singing groups is
evidence of strong support by
students for this dedicated and
talented group. Good job,
Gen'tlemen .

~\

-WRITER(continued from page 13)

By BERKE BREATHED
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Read hastily
5. Sm~ker's

10.
11.
13.
• 14.

request
Italian lake
Coffee urn
Dill
Gave one's
word

16. Resounded

17. CoYer the
interior of .
18. Scary word
19. Long-lasting
21. Cried
22. Tiny amount
23. Part of a
ream

2-t. Burns with
steam

~'

27. Seigh

28. Units of
electric power
29. Lure
30. Badly

31. Imagines to
be true
35. Southern
State: abbr.
36. Poet Whitman
37. Mournful
cry
38. ObjectiYe
40. Jason's ship
41. Played for
time

42. Fo~ard
movement
43. Ornamental

metal tip

~

--'~

r:--•• --

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

44. Rabbit

DOWN
1. Startle
2. Sir Arthur
-Doyle
3. Change
4. Accused's
plea: 2 wds.
5. Yacht basin
6. Amid
7. Volume
8. 106, in ancient Romt9. One past his
prime: hyph .
wd.
11. Rends
12. Unwrap
again

HAll,IRJTANN/Al
!Jm/lNN/A /?JJ/£5 7HtY ~7Ht "'1VfSl TA!NlYAPe

1A

:~ /IA,~

1£~fk.

coaches," she said. "I suppose ifs
because I try to get different angles
on stories, and I try to be
controversial." In one case. Lannin
recalled covering a high school
soccer game where seven players
were tossed out for unsportsmanlike conduct. She mentioned the
seven players in her story, and both
coaches later called, complaining
that it was a ·~cheap shot."
•• But that's where the story was,"
Lannin explained.
On June I, she is planning to
return to her job in Portland,
where she hopes to write articles
for the news section. She says she
also plans to teach again.
"I've learned a lot from teaching
here," she said "I've learned a lot
about editing from my students.
Editing is an art."

{}l(AYBY/11;,IKMY. 7HeltlePAY!N6
Wl5SaJGeRS, 71V06/WIPA H64P!
AU PE 6flTTA DO IS Gel"'IM &fJIJIN
70 71-16 FA/.KiANP ISlANlJS IN
Tl/He RR 'THI; F l ~ .

/

•

15. Crur
20. Staffs

21. Gloss over
and cover up,
as faults
23. Send by
freight

2-t. Rapid
25. Soprano,

Maria -26. Southt.>rn
capital city
2,. Squandered
29. Mist<ile
31. Luxurious fur
32. The Maiz,na
33. F1~rce cat
3-t. Slant
36. S~lf-controi
39. Quip

Answers on page 5

YOUNG'S
I'll 'Tlill Y~ HONet 711/5
INVASION IS PURe 60UJI NOT
700 MANY 11/ARS 7HeSe &lt/YS
"1HBR6 YOIJ 6617k/O a!Bl!l:S'
NOT/Ce, Ya! KNOIA/f

/

~

{ltJce, we

HAI) eNOIKiH TIME

10 6eT A OECeNT
BROCHURE Of/T.

/
This ~~k's Special
Small Juice
2 Waffles
Butter & Syrup
Tea or Coffee

$1.39 ,
ttpecial 6:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
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Apartments for Rent
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Newmarket, reduced rent through
August. Huge 3 Bedroom Apartment.
New Kitchen, hot water included. On
Kari-Van. 1st last, Security $375/ month.
Also available after Aug . 659-2729 or
749-3085. 4/20
Summer Sublet -Well kept, furnished
apartment, available for females on Main
St. Two bedroom, kitchen, living room .
Call 868-9726 or 2- 1670, ask for Heather
(rm 228). 4 / 23
Summer Sublet, $115/month/person
inlcudes everything . 4 bedroom duplex in
Dover, on Kari-Van route, close to
downtown, partially furnished. Call Jen,
rm. 132. 868-9804 or Carol rm. 264, 8689789. 4/20
Dover Rental Cheap! 4-bedroom spacious
apt, conveniently located near
Horsefeathers. Available June.) through
next school year . $460/ month ($115
each w/4) plus utilities. Must be seen to
be appreciated. Call 742 -2732. 4/23
DURHAM SUMMER SUBLET: Webster
House. Great location-walking distance
to campus and downtown . Fully
furnished. Call Melinda at 868-9897 or
862-3283. 517
Durham Summer Sublet-good location on
Main St. - 2 bedroom, partly furnished$400/ month for up to 4 people. Call Beth
or Pam at 2-1605 or 868-9720. 4 / 20
Summer Sublet : Large 2 Bedroom
Apartment near Lee Circle/ liquor Store.
Possible fall option. W / W carpeted living
room. $300/ mo. inlcudes everything but
electricity. 6 miles to campus. Call
anytime at 868- 7533 . 4/ 20
For Rent : Dover Duplex 5 8.R. Laundry
room, garden •space. pets okay with
landlord 's permission, $500/ month.
June through June lease. Call Pam 742 1485 Weekdays, 726 -8642 weekends.
4/27
Summer sublet : Just 5 minutes by car
from · campus . Large enough for 3 or 4
people . Partially furnished. Two
bedrooms, living room . kitchen and
bat~room . Plenty of parking. Quiet
setting. Just $278/ mo. ($69.50 per
person). Available end of May. Call 868585R 5 / 7
.
Half _house for rent for up to four people
starting May 24 til August 31 with
possible fall option. Rent negotiable. All
ut1l1t1es paid for . Located at 18 Main
Street. Durham. Call 868-1398 after 5
p.m. 4 / 23
Working m r.Jewmarket this summer?
Sublet apt . downtown. $ 125/ month,
heat included. Lease until August. $100
Security deposit. Call nights at 659-~281,
ask for Mike. 4/20
Summer sublet -fall option -bedroom
·available in 5 bedroom house in Dover.
Close to Kari-van . $90/ month plus
utilities; washer and dryer; off-street
parking. Available May 30. Call Ricka at
749-1853. 4 / 23
Rooms for Rent. Yor~ Beach, Me. Single
rooms, $35 per week, at Short Sands
Beach; May thru Sept. 1-207-363-2859.
4 / 23
•
Summer Rooms for Rent at Alpha Gamma
Rho. Co-Ed Habitation with all privileges
of the house. Excellent living conditions.
Call Fig at 862-1306 or 868-9859. 4 / 30
Needed: Two "roomies" for fall 1982
Ghetto apartments. (22 Garrison Ave.).
Must be neat and like to party. Call
Joanne or Lori 868- 1432. Summer sublet
option.4/23
Summer sublet available . Fairfield
Gardens apartment. Dover on Kari-Van
route. $325/ month plus utilities. Pool
and tennis courts, parking. Call Mary or
Joanie. 749-5571 .4/23
Summer sublet/fall option. Newmarket.
Sliding Rock Apartment. 2 Bedroom, wall
to wall carpeting, walk-in closets. On
Kari-Van Route, 5 mins to Durham.
Tennis court, washer/dryer . Porch,
private storage shed, ample parking,
basebaU field. Available May 26, call 6596098. $300/month.5/7
In Dover, conveni ent to the Kari -Van . 1 4
bedroom, den, living room, kitchen and
bath. $610 per month. 1 3 bedroom, living
room , kitchen & bath. $465 per month .
We pay for heat, hot water, and eletricity.
Live in one of Dover's Oldest Homes,
completely restored. Lease req_u ired, no
pets. Call 742- 7908 between 7 & 9 p.m.
4/20

WANTED
Summer' Day Camp
Counselors
College Work St mly
appn >\'al prefen-ecl.
For in fi 11111at ion ,.:ontal·t:

frank ~1 itch ell
Pinc Is la nd 4-II Cent e r

trlASSIFIED
Sale_!§]

l......__~_utos,_or

Classic Volvo 122-2DR. Navy blue sedan.
Standard drive, sound engine, excellent
brakes, spare studded snow tires, needs
minor body work. Moving to Calif. in May;
must sacrifice this vintage car . Asking
s11 oo or best offer. Call Charlie 10-12
p.m. or before 10 a.m. (603) 43.13914 5/ 7
·
FOR SALE - 74 Ford Torino 8 gl.
automatic. 68,000 orig. miles. Asking
S 1200. Tel : 868 - 1687 evenings /
wee~enHdse.41p/2WOante~

WORDPAOCESSING. Fast versatile,
professional. Eliminates expensive
retyping. Perfect for resumes, reports,
manuscripts, theses. dissertations,
newsletters, specifications, correspondence. Automatic centering, justification.
headers, pagination . Rush service
available. Call " WORDPLAY", 43-1 .
4;.~_i;_Q_4_ 1 _?7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TYPING- -Fast

&

accurate

laJ

LOST: At Durham Laundromat 4/14.
Dark green backpack with 2 books. I really
need th em . PLEASE -- return (no
questions asked) to MUB information
desk or call Karen 868- 7202.

r· --

1

-:r":!:UI

.

11 ~)

Motorcycle for sale: 1980 HQnda Hawk, 400 cc. Windshield, luggage rack.
Excellent condition, $1,300 or 8.0. Call
B_il...:.1,_8_6_8_-_70_4_7_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·1

i~:~a~~f~:!,b~~'.~~~f:~i~~/~~!:
Extra accessories. Delux Rogers, Throne
Fiber Hard Cases and Trap Case on
wheels. Asking $1400.00 or best
reasonable offer. Call Cory 332-6410.
Advance Reynolds 3-way speakers.
Handles up to 150 watts. Excellent
sound--excellent speaker. Worth $800.
Need money--$400. 868-9730 or 2-

2382 Ask for Mike in 635

· I-------~---.J

Personals
]•~Skis: Kastle ICE 200. Exec Cond.- u.sed 4
;
times, w/Tyrolia 360 & brakes. $175;
Head HAP Comp 205 Red w / Salomon
555 & brakes used. $50. Old Nordica
Seniors! Seniors! Seniors! This is our last
Banana boots size 14 used, $50. Scott
year. our last semester. our Last Hurrah!
poles $20.00. Call Peter 868-9878, 2Let's d9 it up with Ben Baldwin and the •
2402 Rm 428 MUST SELL FAST!4/20
Big Notes, Saturday, April 24th, 8~
midnight, Granite State Room, MUS.
Stereo over 40% off, must see, mint
Tickets available, $3.50 at the MUS ticket
condition, AKai GX-F90 Tapedeck,
office and the Alumni Center.
3Heads, 2 motors, solenoids, search
system, metal canabilites, floorscan
Liz Murphy--Happy Birthday cutiel 20
meters, mic/ live mixing. Technks SLyears old--well, it's about time! You're
WANTED! Some one to tutor Economic
1600
MK2
turntable,
direct drive, fully . one of the greatest friends anyone could
Statistic, paid position . Call 868automatic, quartz.~pitch control. Technies
ask for. We'll have to go wild this
2446.4 / 20
SA 800 Receiver, 125 w / ch, .04THD, 2
week ... yes? (For mine's coming up too).
OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer / year round.
tape dubbing, LED's, Mac (Stoke 829) 2AND ... even though it's a couple years ·
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia . All
1..:9_4..:9..:.._2_-_33_6_2_._4_1_2_0_________::-:-_
away, living together senior year WILL be
fields.$500- $1200 monthly.Sightseeing.1pc
Revere
a blast! Love, Susie.
Ware
Cooking
set $65.00 or
9
Free info.Write IJC Box 52 -N.H. Corona
B.O. New Fabrino Nichole Hiking boots
To JAMES in Hubbard who I saw running
Del Mar, CA. 926 25 -514
$70.00 or 8 .0 . Call 742 -2388 after 6:30
one day and who danced with me one
o.m.4/20
night at Nick's--l'd love to see you
sometime.
P.S. It's 123, not 231 .
'77 Scout, 4-whldrive, ragtop, rollbar,
AM / FM, inspectable, being used, 45,000
SEARCHING for the right career? Join us
orig mi, great summer or winter vehicle,
for the Career Night on the computer field,
can be seen in front of Christensen Hall.
Wednesday, April 21, 7:30 p.m. at the
CAROL'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Asking $1700.00 Call Peter 868-9878, 2Alumni Center. Reps from Digital, Data
Reasonable rates on school papers,
2402 Rm . 428. Must Sell Fast!4 / 20
General, Hewlett Packard, liberty Mutual
reports, etc. Will pick up and deliver if
and · Bankeast will be there to discuss
For Sale: Lamps, Curtains, and other
transportation is a problem. Please call
career
options with students. Free
home furnishings. Good Bargains! Call
439-4141 anytime.4 / 27
admission. Call .Jo-Ann at 862-2040 for
868-1672. 4/20.
more information.
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, Student Rent.tis .

To the Metcalfe Associates OB Group •
Great job Monday and the week before.
We are done for this God forsaken class.
Thanks for all your help and neverending
support all semester. Love your manager,
or is it Peon?
Make a toast on the VIKING SUN BOOZE
CRUISE with BEN BALDWIN, Tues, May
11th of last day of classes- 7:30 - 11 p. m . .
Semi-formal dress. Buy tickets now while
\hey last at MUS Tues. & Thurs. 11-2 or
call Laura, Beth, Patty 868- 7050. 4/20

.

Durham Bike

. Apartment$ for rent for school . year _St-SJ•. Walking·
distance to the-campus. 2 bedr9o·m apts.for lor:-it·students:
$6.800 for both·semesters. I bedroom a pis. for 2 stud~nts:
S4.400. "Find your own roommate. For appbintmcnt ca·n
·
868~5542 and ask for ,Mike.~: ·

CRAIG F. EVANS
General Practice of Law
48A Main Street
Durham, New Hampshire
868-5364
Evevnings & Saturdays by appointment only

.-----We' re Selling Out!

Jenkins Court, Durham ·
868-5634
Open M-F 9-5

DO YOU HAVE ·
A. 3-4 YEAR OLD CHILD?
UNH Psychologists are
studying the social
behavior of children. No
need for you to travel; we
will come to your home. If
interested, please call M.
McKenna at 862-2360
days, 434-8857 evenings.

Hair Styled the Way You Want

ART SUPPLIES
Everything at COST!!!

Albany£t.

~aTon

Paints Et Cetera
84 Main St.
Newmarket, N.H. 659-2694

Hey Phil, Paul~Jeff and Tom : I bet you
thought you would never see "YOUR
PAL" again, but I had to see you before
you graduated. By the way, WHAT'S
YOUR MAJOR? PAL: HAPPY ZIGGY DA YI
What a party, and I was ONLY A
TEENAGER. Sixth floor parties can cause
complications. especially when there is a
fire alarm and we only have ONE PAIR OF
"MAINSTREET," ."WE'VE GOT
TONIGHT" who needs tomorrow. If
"BETTY LOU GETS OUT TONIGHT" we'll
have a famous "FINAL SCENE." POPE:
You made it possible for me to live in
Williamson. Sorry I always messed up
your BED, I never could clean up my act.
But I remember THAT NIGHT when you .
and a "hardy" friend TOOK IT All OFF.
Even · though "We" cheated, it didn't
matter. Well I've got to go back to Mass,
. Let the O TWO FORCE BE WITH YOU in
Texas. JEFF: Glad we had that little chat
AT YOUR PLACE. I hope you get THAT
invitation you've waited for. AH-YUPII
DIDN'T go to the party--what else was I
gonna do. Thought about having a
SPRING TIME FLING. but IT wouldn't be
the same. Good luck "North of Boston,
South of Concord." TOM : Saved the best
for last, ha ha--l'M NOT THAT
DESPERATE. I'll never forget the lessons
you taught me on PROBABILITY and I
forget WHO COMES FIRST? I hear
PILLOWS are an upcoming style, think of
it. YOU STARTED THE TREND. I'll never
forget THE FIRST TIME, I couldn't figure
out whether THEY WERE OPENED OR
CLOSED. but the ICE cooled me off.
Before I break THE CHAIN, I want to
remind you that BANANAS are GOLDEN
in PEABODY. But before the show, you're
INVITED TO chow at my house. It's NOT
THAT FAR TO GO. I have to say AU
REVOIR MES AMIS, it's late and l'M
ONLY A FRESHMAN (at heart) and l'M
ALL BUSINESS NOW. Luv, a Bentley
student. P.S. Hi Jimmy Singer!
To "Wild Bill" "You never know!!" The
"Carpenters" may be right! Thanks for
your concern Thursday night--you
sweetiell Love ya, Clueless.
X: Be happyl This is your week to shine.

==
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Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Sat.
9-4

Men's Consciousness Raising Group

J'\jc xt door tt; Off The Wall
Portsmouth

431-5447

bto&l 9:ooamto5:oopm

CUSTOM

T-SHIRT PRINTING

Thursday Evenings
7:30 in the Women's Center, MUB

Businesses, clubs, organizations
Hats, toies, golf shirts,
sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

Please join us for a discussion of the issues
concerning men and women today.
Refreshments will be served

N. H. PRINTWOR KS

28,4 8 Brown' .,-\.\-c.

~I a hchestcr. N.Il. 03 103
6 27-3693

service.

Experienced in typing theses, term
papers, letters, resumes etc. using officestyle typewriter . Three typefaces
available. Call Dover 742-6643 forfurther
details. Reasonable rates.617.
~~;.;..;.;.;..;;;...;;.;....;...;.. ...________
Typing done in my home; IBM Selectric

II i_J...,] .· lfy~ew:::tT:~•=·

Gilford yacht sales (on Lake
Winnipesaukee-Gilford, N.H. Looking for
a skilled woodworker for boat repairs. If
interested, call; Tom 253-7635. Eve. after
6 p.m.4/30
1982· Summer College Work-Study
positions available for eligible students
working in the Financial Aid Office: 1.
Accounting Clerk, minimal typing,
$3.65/hr. 2. Guaranteed Student Loan
Program Assistant, minimal typing,
$3.65/hr. 3. Assistant to Department
Secretary, good typing. $3.65/hr. 4 .
Office Assistant, no typing, $3.65/hr. 5.
Assistant to Data Analyst, no typing,
$3.65 / hr. These jobs can provide
references and can be valuable to a
resume. Call us at 862-3600 or visit 207
Thompson Hall if you are interested and
eligible for 1982 Summer College Work
Study.

Bicycles for Sale: Men's Open Road 26"
and Women's Open Road, both used only
twice. Excellent condition . $100 ea. or
Best offer. Call 868-2446.4/20
BLAUPUNKT-AM/FM car radio--mono-in dash mount with face plate nisi Evian-1Ospeed touring wheels--suntour perfect
free wheel 14/32--Maillard High flange
quick release hubs--super sport light alloy
rims with Raleign tires and Schrader
value tubes. Call 868-1644. Ask for Frank
and make an offer. 4/23.

Sponsored by the Women's Center

3131 Lafayette Road
Portsmouth , N. H. 03801

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-8319
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. Have you ever heard the . expression
Anne- -Get psyched for the PD's. They are
"SAILORS HAVE MORE FUN," well, it's
going to be fun . Also, get tuned up for
TRUE, you 'too can learn from the UNH
D~lrossi's wine and cheese! Love, John.
Sailing Team on April 30, May 1st and
May 2nd, 9-12, 1-4. Come to the Club
EVERYTHING YOU ' VE ALWAYS
sports office to sign up or call 862-2031
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT...SAILING,
for info.4/ 30.
BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK!! The UNH
SPRINGTIME IN THE ALPS : Students
Sailing Team has the answers. Lessons at
from Hotel 667 present this elegant
the Great Bay on April 30, May 1 & 2. 9evening of Swiss Cuising and
12, 1-4. Come to the Field House or call
Entertainment, Granite. State Room,
for info 862-2031 :4130.
Memorial. Union, 6:30 p.m . Admission: · To anyone who has artifacts. clothing,
$14.00. Tickets available at the Memorial
slides, photos, coins, posters, etc. from
Union Ticket Office 10 a.m.-4 p.m .
other countries. The International
· Monday through Friday. Telephone #862. Student Association would like to display
2290.4 / 27.
them at the World Exhibit April 28th-Ginny, Paul, Bill, Sheila, Ellen, Judi--Life
Strafford Room, MUB . Please contact
is filled with surprises with friends like
Kristin at 2-2030 or Marston House 8you all. -You guys, are au really special
9662.
people. Thanks for •c-elebrafing my 21.st
"God is dead." -Nietzsche. '"Nietzsche is
birthday with me and making it the best
dead ."-God. "Yer BOTH dead, dammit,
yet. California-style. You're the greatest.
and what a reliefl"-Xeno.
·
Love , Cath. ·
:
-· ·
Does a blue sparkling ocean, salt air in
To my co's Katy and JB: Let's get together
your hair and a cool easternly wind
to sing a few rounds of "100 bottles of
EXCITE you? The UNH Sailing Team has
beer o n the wall" sometime soon (over
the ANSWER . SAILING LESSONS on
dacquiris, of course!!) Let me know when I
April 30, May 1st and May 2nd, 9-12. 1-4.
should start -the blender blades whirling!
Sign up at the Club sports office or call
Rob.
862 -2031 for info.4/ 30.
The Durham Reeler~ will be holding their
Moonlight VIKING SUN BOOZE CRUISE
Fold Dance meeting this Tuesday the 20th
with Ben Baldwin on May 11, last day of
of April at 8:00 p.m. in the Merrimack
classes. 7 :30 p.m .--semi-formal. End the
Room . Come and enjoy! It's a good study
year with a toast---. Call Laura, Beth,
break. Learn dances from foreign
Patty (868- 7050). Tickets on sale MUB
countries.
cafeteria, Tues . and Thurs . 11 :-30-2.4/ 30.
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ATTENTION: Anyone working at
Newington Mall this summer, who would
like to start a carpobl --1 need rides after Kvan stops. Will share gas expenses. Call
Jenn 749 - 5191 or leave note on
Freshman Camp Office door.
Hey Beth, ·your tan is starting to fade . Why
don't you start laying outside of Congreve,
and Beth, don'tweaFyourshirtandpants,
why not make us happy and wear a
bathing suit? Please! M, D & S.
ANNOUNCING the second a11nual Sen ior
Semi-Formal --the Last Hurrah. Everyone
over twenty is invited for this Saturday,
April 24th, 8-midnight, Granite State
Room, MUB . Tickets available; $3.50, at
the MUB ticket office and the Alumni
Center.
Beth, How come the beer you serve at
Nick's tastes the best in town? Could it'be
that deljcious smile you serve with them?
Elleo and Jim·: Get psy9hep fpr this
weekend and your mystery roommates!!
It should .be the best. Love ya. DM .
Michelle Garland and Carolyn Vass-Congratulations to two new cheerleaders! We knew you could do it. We are
all extremely proud of you!! Love, the
Alpha Xi Delta sisters.

To our T/ C's : Amy, Bob, Donna, Eileen,
John, Jon, Karen, Kelly, Lauren, Leslie.
Lisa, Mary Beth, Nancy, Nancy, Pat, Sheri,
Stephanie, Steve ~nd Sue. Thanks for
your enthusiastic support ar the Open
House. Yo.u were great (and handsome
too!
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LUCITE : Thick, thin, thinner and thinnest- .
-we are in 1t to_
g ether.
Hey gu·ys! Sorry you couldn't drag me dut
of bed at 6 a.m .! My 20th was one of the
best ever. With good friends, a 6:30 am
party, TOM PETTY! .! FOOD!! Penguins
(and more penguins), champagne --who
· could ask for more? NOJ ME! J .M .
To Anyone that has artifacts, clothing,
sl ides, photos, coins, posters etc. from
other countries . The International
Student Associat ion would like to display
them at" the world exhibit April 28th- Strafford Room MUB . PLEASE contact
Kristin at 2-2030 or Marston House 89662.
USNH professional staff member is
looking for a 3-5 bedroom furn ished
house t6 rent beginning in August. Would
prefer .(Mastway) Oyster River Sch·ool
' CJi$tris;l ,location and more·than a one year
, lease. 868-5891 after 5:00, 868-1800
. ctay~ (ext. 39).4 /2'0 . '
, ,·
Devine 8th - Howdy do? Getting pretty
psyched for this weekend? Should be a
heck of a shindig! Mildred, we missed you
this weekend, it was really quiet. Hurray
for the spring weath_
e r, long nights on the
roof, and afternoons playing football.
Congrats. Sylvia and Stanley on your new
employment positions at the world
renoun establishment of Yokens. Sylvia,
thanks for the dress, swimsuit, and the ·
peptalk but I don 't things are gonna be as
bright as they seem! LovE:_ ya all. \3~r.trude .
P.S. Thank the lord, summer is coming .

CAT NIP PUB

Robin Witowski, Deb Penney, Joy Parolisi
and Ellen Hume, Thanks for the fun road
tr ip to POGO. The road trip was the best
part! Joy, it was fun to see you get drunk.
Ellen, glad you decided to come with us at
the last minute and meet some of my
newie friends. Deb, Friday was fu n but .
sorry about your car on Saturday, Robin,
thanks for driving and making it our
second and probably last trip to POGO.
To anyone that has artifacts, clothing,
slides, photos, coins, posters, etc. from
other countries, the International Student
Association would like to put them on
display at the World exhibit April 28-Strafford Room MUB . Please contact
Kristin at 2-2030 or Marston House 89662.
COMPUTER CAREERS--What can a
career in the computer field offer you?
Come ta the Career Night at the AJ.ur,nrii
·Center on Wedneselay, April ·2~, 7:30 plm.
.and find out from the· professionals who
know: Free admission . Call Jo-Ann -at
862 -2040 for more information.
DON'T MISS THE BOAT! VIKING SUN
BOOZE CRUISE--featuring BEN
BALDWIN · on May 11th, last day of
classes . 7:30- -semi-formal. Call Laura,
Beth, Patty, 868- 7050 .. Buy now at the
MUB cafeteria Tues. or Thurs. 11 :302:00.4/ 30.
To Jim Carroll - Thanks for breakfast. You
are the best! Thanks for the fatherly
lecture #45 on how to get yourself out of a
depression . The t alk did me good; I'm not
thinking ALL positive but I'll win anyway!!
Love ya . OHM ·
iO':Af"Chein~,c~a~t.....,H~a~,~g,---FROM : Henry "Hanko· " Kissinger
SUBJ: Smegma Epsilon Chi P.O.
Hey, how could you do dis to·me? Ve vere
boys togezzer, at least I vas. lff you take
Mutty to ze SEX Pubic Display, 1'11...l'll ... l'II
tink ov sometink. Vait til Prezident Raekun
iz out ov ze vay ...1'11 get Archimedes und
hiss point und hiss screw ...1'11 tie you upp
nekked und leaf you in ze Buemvagin Hill
School gym ... 1' 11 introduce you to Xeno
Schmidt ... 1'11.. .l'll. .. (tell your mozzer about
Bugveepl) Und ezpecially, I von 't let you
pee in charge! Und don't steal my lines!
Vat kint ov chem icals you doing dese
days, anyvay, nominalist, idealist scheiB,
or vat? " Down on your knees vix Noxon ."
Hmph . -- -Hank (get planked).

To P. Paul (Tarzan) Roses are Red,
"Foreheads" are blue, I'm looking
forward to San Diego and you, and some
' more rollerskating too . Love ya, Scarface.
P.S. Would you have done this to a
Kentucky woman??
TIM LOREHE, EINAR SUNDE, AND JEFF
OSGOOD-- you guys are inseperable.
Friends to the end. Hey, they say birds of a
feather flock together, and since you guys
are all good looking, intelligent, • nd
unpredictable, than it makes sense that
you all get along so well. It must be nice to
. ~now someone cares.
To The New Hampshire Gentlemen -You
are an exceptional group and your concert
was a smashing success!Love Carolyn B.
To Charlie, Dave,Clark,Peter,Scott,Eric,
Roy,Bruce,Patrick,Andy-You were a
wonderful host to 14 women.I'm sure that
Laurie.Cindy.Cara, Valerie, Nicole, Ruth,
Ann.Gina ,Shelly,Judy,Ann,Kim.Sharon,
Lucy.and Sara appreciate it more than
you know.I _
c ertainly do.Thank You-CB

Wednesday, April 21

"Come Join the oar1111"
Contests

Foose ball

Chugging

.e tc.

To Miss Amy Alfalfa Berkeley "Bombs
Away" Banks: We're furious you are
leaving the rat pack, but what the heck-you're only doing it · to spike yourself.
Congratulations and good luck next year.
After all, it's the Year of the Elephant.
With love from your fellow rodents.
Oarlene--Happy 22 with love from me to
you!
MSB: Dinner by Moosehead candlelight,
3 8-Street songs, a crowded party, ·
champagne in the rain and Kaluahs by the
firepl~ce and your company _made
Saturday night a very special one. Thanks.
· Your permanent SFP.

In the MUB p·u B
Thursday, April 22nd

$

.50

Doors open at 8:00 PM
MU-SO Brings Back Your Favorite DJ.
UNH ID/ Proof of age required
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---WOMEN'S TRACK----( continued from page 19) ·
Liese Schaff ran the most
consistent leg of the relay, giving
Nancy Scardina the baton with as
much lead to work with as she had
been given . Scardina, apparently
feeling the effects of her third hard
race in three hours, actually fell
behind before coming back in the
last 50 meters to take the race.
The relay was the culmination of
a good day in which there were
many strong performances from
yol!ng athletes.
Freshman Stearns ran with a
strong pack of runners in the 1500
meters while finishing 5th behind
Mullen and Scardina in a time of
. 4:41.6, but in front of former
Dover High School star, Judy
McCrone of U Mass by 0.4 second.
Freshmen Michelle Cochrane
pulled in a surprise fifth place
finish in the 200 meter dash with a
time of 25.8 seconds. Running out

UNH's Cathy Wheeler was one of
UNH AII-Nighter Friday Night

hundreds of participants in the

( continued from page 20)
scored upon.
two different Wildcats were tested
Despite the large goal
in the third home position.
production against B.C.( a team
"The third home goes through
that lost to Harvard 24-2 earlier in
the week). the offense seemed a bit midfield and cuts through the
ragged without Modini in the line- middle," Henderson said.
up. The normal give-and-go passes "Without Mo, right now we are
of the players were not quite as missing that cut. Linda Neilson is
trying to pick it up but she's on
smooth.
"We will definitely miss Mo," d!.!fcnse. I haven't decided who is
said Leary. "Without her in there it going to assume that responsibility
disrupts the flow of the game. She yet."
and Carla ( Hesler) have always
The Wildcats play one of their
worked well together."
Henderson is unsure yet what tougher opponents on their
schedule today when they host
adjustments will be made to fill
Yale. Game time is 3:30 p.m.
Modini's pgsition. Against B.C..

--TRACKMEN
(continued from page 19)
pulled in behind Hinsch.
absence of Dean Kimball and Guy
Senior Steve Patterson. who Stears who
arc both resting up for
missed the MIT meet due to the Penn
Relays distance events on
conflicts. •·Looked real good" Thursday.
according to Copeland on his way
. Seniors Paul Litchfield and
to winning the half-mile run in Dave
L 'Homme performed their
I :59.3. Freshman Dennis Dobe
usual credible job in the hammer
pulled in behind Patterson in a ttirow
again as L'Homme took the
time of 2:01.7. barely edging out a event in
a heave .of i-39 feet while
Maine runner.
Litchfield finished third with a toss
Another senior-freshman of 132 feet 91/2 inches.
combination scored for UN H in
According to. Coach Copeland.
the mile event. Senior John ··the event
hurt most by the long
McAlpine won it in a time of layoff" still came through for UN
H
4:20.4, far outdistancing a Maine as sophomore David Welts took
runner and UNH freshman Aaron second
in the javelin with a throw
Lessing who finished in 4:25.5.
of 185 feet 6 inches.
Al Clapper of Maine won the 3
mile run. but Tim Reeve ( I 6:04.6(f)
UN H looks to continue their
and Ron Rocheleau ( 16.IO) made winning ways today in Kingston.
sure UN H didn't lose many points Rhode Island against host URI
in thr dist~'""<' evrnts with thr and the Crusaders of Holy Cross.

r.--:·
U1
~

r,

WASH-CUT-BLOW-DRY ·":

·

$5.00

Salon 125
mon.-Sat. 9-5
Walk in or appt.
(603) 664-5078

( 11.7).
Speculation that Cochrane
could have finished better by being
pulled along in a fast heat when
everybody had the same wind
conditions (the gusty winds
changed for every race) was
dismissed by Coach Krueger.
"Michelle is not used to running
that fast (the time was a personal

record) so we were happy to see her
up that high and feel that she
doesn't need the mental pressure of
compet_ing against people that are I
that qmck so soon," Krueger said.
In the field events, Millie
Pelletier was the only UN H
competitor to finish in the top six.
Pelletier couldn't quite nudge over
the bar at the 5 foot 4 inches(the
w\nning height) in the high jump 10
three tries so she finished tied for
fifth on the strength of her 5 foot 2
inch leap.
UN H closes out the regular
season Wednesday in Brunswick
Maine agianst three Maine ·
schools: Colby. U Maine and host
Bowdoin. A sweep is expected, and
would give Krueger her third
winning season this year.
"The three teams are better
inside than out so this is more of a
tune-up for the New Englands,"
she said.

(continued from page 20)
for Lowell came in the bottom of Coughlin with a pitch, loading the
the second inning. Mary Ellen bases. Christa Jensen came up next
Fitzpatrick led off with a single to :ind hit a grand slam home run to
left field. She advanced in a center field.
sacrifice by Sandy Toshes and
UNH never recovered after that.
scored on an error by Ryan.
Lavin gave up four more runs in
The final score of the game was the fifth inning, before Janet
2-0, leaving- UN H with a record of -Greene was brought in to relieve
four losses in as many games.
her. The final score was U Mass
The first game for UN H on
over UNH 8-0.
Saturday was against U Mass, with
The final game of the
Terri "T" Lavin made her season . tournament for UNH resulted in a .
pitching debut. Although she gave
loss to UVM.Tri-Captain Mary
up seven hits including a grand
Lou Bates was on the mound again
slam home run and eight runs.
for UNH after throwing hard·
Lavin maintained her poise against
against Lowell the day before.
the · eventful winners of the
As in the first two games, the
tournament
winning run against UNH was
·•1 thought T did a great job for
scored in the first inning.
her first time on the mound this
Bates walked the first two
season," said Coach Ford.
batters. The first hitter. Cindy
The game belonged to U Mass
Hooley, advanced to! third and
due to the fine pitching of Jenna
scored on two pass balls. Karen
Mantino. She struck out 12
Lorio reached third i on the pass
batters, walked no one and gave up
ball and scored when Deb Talbot
just four hits.
hit a grounder to firft base. Instead
The only bright spot in the game
of firing home, UNH first baseman
for UNH came from freshman
Becki Magnant threw to first for
Mary Coriroy who made her
the out, enabling Iorio to score.
playing debut as the designated
UVM scored two more runs in
hitter. Her first time at bat, eighth .the fourth inning before Greene
in the line-up. she singled. She
was sent in to relieve Bates.
singled again in the fifth inning.
But Greene got into trouble in
batting two for two in the game.
the sixth inning. giving up a grand
U Mass leaped out in front in the

first inning with a lead off single by
Tina Coffin. The next- batter.
Karen LaVerdiere. walked. and
two bat' ·: later Lavin hit Chris

record for the tournament and
sending ON H horn~ empty
handed.
UNH was frustrated and
disc0ur.aged by their ioobility to
generate an offense. "We haven't
devoted enough time to hitting,"
said Bates. "There seems to be a lot
of tension right now because we're
frustrated."

"l was disappointed in my ·
hitting," Bates continued. ••Going
into the UVM game I was
determined to hit. Finally I got
comfortable but I only got one
crack at their pitcher. I don't think
I pitched poorly but our defense
didn't play well and we just
couldn't hit." .
"Mary Lou (Bates) didn't have a
good tournament." said Coach
Ford. ••she had problems all the
way around. I don't think she is
anywhere near the player she could
be."
'

~·The main point is that we lost ...
said MacDonald. "We could waste

a.. t<?t of time pointing fingers,
finding people and circumstances

slam home run by Talbot and a
total of seven runs in the
inning.The final score was UVM
over LINH l \-0. giving llVM a l-l

to put the blame on. We've got
twelve games left and that's where
our energy_should be focused."
UNH is scheduled to play Keene
at home on Tuesday and at Sacred
Heart in Bridgeport. Connecticut
on Wednesday. Both are
doubleheaders. ·

(continued from page 20)
The game also saw the return ot
senior defenseman Mark
Robertson. who . was out with a
broken jaw. The tri-captain led a.
powerful first half defense that
allowed only a fistful of shots, and
three goa_ls.

··He"s JUSt a super ballplayer,"
said Garoer. "and you c~n sec what
he means to our team.
The Wildcats will take their two
game winning streak to Storrs.
Connecticut tomorrow to take on
a weak UConn squad.

________ LAXMEN _ _ _ __
and he missed them. In the second
ha IL he put everything in."
Sopho111ore Brian Byrnes · also
played a good game. He figured in
three goals in his first game this
year as an attackman.

I

.

Are You

·

mi. north of Lee f9ircle
l<te. 12 5, '13arri!lgton
~olden Shamrock Bldg.

2

Permanent waves ...... :.......'........... $20.00 & up
Henna ........................................... ~ ... 15.00
Luminizing .. ·...................................... 16.00
Frosting ................ :........................... 18.00
6 week color .................................... 1 2.00
Shampoo set ...................................... 4.50

Free drawings for Cuts & Perms
X-tra Hrs.--Thurs. ·& Fri. until 8 p.m.

!

_ _ _ _1SOFTBALL

(Tim Skeer photo).

_ _ LAXWOMEN

of the slow heat(there were five
other faster seeded heats with six
runners apiece),Cochrane came off
the turn in the lead and destroyed
the rest of the heat over the last I00
meters.
The final placings were
determined by times and not an
actual run-off so Michell finished
fifth more than a second behind
Sheila McCabe of UConn, who
knocked off everybody in sight
with meet records both in the 200
meters (24.7) and the 100 meters

A Responsible Person?
The Office of Student Activites is looking for high_ly
responsible, dedicated students to work as MUB
Building Managers. A number of positions will be open
for Fall employment and interviews begin soon.

Pick up Applications in
The Scheduling Office, 322B
Ask for Marianne.

$ubmittyped
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB.
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Sixth inning slips
cost UNH a sw:eep
By Ged Carbone
The UNH baseball team split its
home-opening doubleheader with
the University of Rhode Island
Saturday by dropping the first
game 4-3 and taking the second by
a 6-1 score.
The Wildcats were the better
team for 13 of the 14 innings
played, but their sixth inning
collapse in game one cost them a
doubleheader sweep.
UNH Coach Ted Conner,
looking on the positive side, said,
"We outhit them 9-4 in the first
game. We had one bad inning, we
made two mistakes in one inning.
It's always the sixth inning it seems
like."
UNH carried a 2-0 lead into the
fateful .sixth. URI shortstop Joe
Pirrello led off the inning with a
single to right, only the third hit
surrendered by UNH hurler Dan
Leach. Leach made mistake
number one when he fielded Steve
Godin's sacrifice bunt and threw it
into centerfield, trying to force
Pirrello at second.
After Leach logged his eighth
strike out, URI's Joe Shaker hit a
ground ball to shortstop Vint
Choiniere who bobbled the ball for
mistake number two. Instead of
· getting an inning ending double
play, or at least men on first and
third with two down, Leach faced
loaded bases with one out.
· Leach netted the second out on
Tony Carlucci's game tying
sacrifice fly, which was followed by
a Dave Starrett double that scored
Godin and Shaker for a 4-2 URI
lead.
To their credit, the Wildcats
clawe~ their wc:1,y back_ into,, the
game, scoring a run in the bottom
of the sixth and hitting line drive~
in the bottom of the seventh.
Jeff Stohrer walked to lead off
the sixth, and scored on two-out,

back-to-back singles by Stan
Jurkoic and Paul LeCompte.
Jim Wholley led off the Wildcat
seventh with a screaming line drive
right at Godin in rightfield. Chris
Collins followed with a line drive
single to center.
Andy Brickley, who missed the .
Holy Cross games because of a:
"mix-up" on his eligibility status,
took a hard cut at a 2-0 slider that ·
didn't slide, but just got under the ·
ball, sending it high down the third
baseline for the second out.
URI pitcher Chuck Bourgery
then retired Jeff Stohrer for U Rl's
sixth victory against nine defeats.
In game two, UNH asserted its
superiority at once. The first three
Wildcats to bat all scored. The first
run came across without benefit of
a hit as LeCompte, Steve Rewucki,
and Wholley drew walks from
pitcher Dave Hanron, followed by
a Dave Racki error at second that
scored Lecompte.
Andy Bric~ley then provided_the
big hit the Wildcats had been
missing when he pulled a 3-2 pitch
to right for two RBI's and a single.
The Wildcats added two more,
both unearned, in the fourth as
Dave Scharf held the Rams
scoreless. Sharf was one strike
away from a shutout when he
surrendered a single to Tim
Kindregan with two men on in the
seventh for UR I's only run.
.. I thought I had it (the
shutout)," Scharf said. "I was
mixing it up,_ just trying to stay
ahead of the hitters because we had
a lead."
UN H had four substitutes on the
field when Jim Masteralexis, a
back-up catcher playing the
outfield for the first time in his two
years at UNH, hauled in the final
two URI flyballs to left for the
afternoon's final putouts.

The baseb~II team's recor" slid to 7-6 with a loss to Colby College yesterday. Over the weekend the
Wildcats split games with the University of Rhode Island. (Henri Barber photo)

Trackmen romp Maine, I 07-4 7
By Jim Kinney
The UNH men's track team
devastated their opponents, the
Black Bears of U Maine, at the
host's track in Orono Maine
Saturday by a convincing score of
107 to 47. Proving an earlier
prediction by Coach John
Copeland right, the Wildcats came
out ready to tear the opposition
apart.
Joel Dennis continued his
domination of the weight events by
taking first in both the shot put and
discus. His put of 48 feet 3 inches in
the shot was more than a foot
lo~r than Maine thrower Sevey's

best effort. His discus throw of 142
feet 2 inches far outdistanced
teammate Bob Connelly's effort of
120 feet 11 inches which stood for
second place. Connelly also had
finished third in the shot with a put
of 43 feet 3 inches and according to
Coach John Copeland is making
steady progress.
••we are starting to e"pect the
younger people to start scoring as
we are trying to shift some of this
point scoring burden from the
seniors to the underclassmen," he
said.
One example of this shifting
came in the pole vault where senior

Bill Marcotte did not make the trip
and freshman Dean Starrett was
forced to pick up the burden.
Starrett vaulted 13 feet even, the
same height as sophomore Steve
Campbell, but took first in the
event as he had less misses.
Another example came in the
220 yard dash as Copeland held
out seniors Mike Gooden and Pete
Bergeron, almost conceding the
race to Kevin Tarr of UMaine-one
of the best sprinters in New
England. Sophomore Andy
Johnsen responded to the
challenge by running a time of23.9
seconds for the event, 0.2 seconds
behind Tarr and 0.1 seconds in
front of teammate Rob O'Reagan.
Earlier Tarr had been called the
winner over Gooden(NH
supporters said Gooden actually
won) in the 110 yard dash with a
time of 10.8. Gooden was officially
clocked at I0.9.
Senior Tri-Captain Bergeron
2:12.9.
had taken his other event, the 440
UNH dominated the 800 meter
yard run, earlier in a time of 51.3
runs, both individually and when
four of them were put together in · seconds. Sophomore Jamie
Walters took third place there in a
the 3200 meter relay. UNH has
time of 52.0 seconds.
eight good 800 meter runners so
Walters had taken his strong
Coach Nancy Krueger was forced
event- the longjump-with a leap of
to hold out many of her runners
21 feet 10 inches. Filling in capably
and distribute the rest among the
for departed Greg Devolder,
three heats.
freshman Jon Belanger jumped a
In the middle heat, Missy
personal record of 20 feet 11 ½
Collins led from almost the
inches to take second place.
beginning to finish as she won the
Belanger took second in the
heat in a time of2:l9.3, finishing
1.2 seconds in front of Liese Schaff triple jump with an effort of 43 feet
8 ½ inches for the hop, skip and
who ran with the pack in that race.
Sophomore Julie Wolny came jump event. Winning the event was
senior Brian Sommers with his
from being fourth and 20 meters
effort of 44 feet I inch.
behind with 200 meters to go to
Continuing the trend of scoring
take the "slow" heat of the 800 in
in more than one event, Sommers
2:22 .2 at the wire.
took third in the 120 yard high
"Wolny didn't run last year after
hurdles in a time of 16 seconds.
coming off of ski season, but this
Sommers finished behind two
year she is running even better than
other UN H performers, one of
we expected her to after seeing her
which was Senior tri captain Steve
in high school," said Coach
Smith (second place).
Krueger.
The other person Sommers
Even with her win in her heat,
finished behind was one of a pair of
Wolny would still have to run for
UN H's B team in the 3200 meter converted football players running
in ad~ition to their spring ·fooibail
relay. "We have enough people
practice sessions. Sophomore
around the 800 meter distance that
Arnold Garron took UNH's best
I had to divide the good runners
places in the 120 yard high hurdles
into two relay groups," explained
and the high jump. His time of 15.8
Krueger.
seconds for the hurdle event edged
Freshman Cindy Stearns started
Smith and Sommers while his
out the A relay team with a fast
pa ce, but the race was still close jump of 6 feet took a third place in
with 200 meters to go in her leg. It that event.
The other two sport athlete is
wa s then she decided to spread the
Paul Hinsch, a former Connecticut
fi eld out putting 10 meters be.tween
High School state champ in the
each of the first four teams. Missy
hurdles, who took the longer
Collins lost the wide margin
initially, but her even, strong pace hurdle event, the 440 yard
eventually wore down the others intermediates, in a time of 58.2
and she spread the UNH lead out seconds. UNH swept that event as
Jim Howe and Steve Campbell
again.
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Women go · the dist'iiDCe with ease at relays
By Jim Kinney
The women's track team, led by
their domination of the middle
distance events, proved that they
are ~ force to be reckoned with by
postmg a strong showing in the
Boston College relays over the
weekend.
They actually started things out
~ell Thursday night in the long
distance events. Sophomore Karen
Dunn s_e t a school record on route~

to taking second place in the
I0,000 meter (6.2 mile) run with an
NCAA qualifying time of 34:52.5.
UNH took two spots in the 5,000
meter (3.1 mile) run on the strength
of performances by Kathy
Brandel) and Anne Miller.
Sophomore Brnndell finished fifth
in a time of 17:23.4 while classmate
Miller took eighth in a large field
with a time of 17:45.6.
. On Sat~rday afternoon, Nancy

Kathy Brandell and Kaki Siebert ran neck and neck in the second heat
relays last weekend. (Jim Kinney photo)

Scardina proved once again that
she is the force in middle distance
running for New England schools.
Twice (former All American from
Georgetown) Chris Mullen was
pushed to her limit by the UN H
barrier. Her 4:33.4 clocking for the
1500 meter run edged Scardina's
4:33.7, and it took a new meet
record time of 2: 11.3 by Mullen in
the 800 meter run to hold off the
cha~g_i_~g Scard_i_!_la who finished in

of the 1500 meter run at the B.C.
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·Sports
· Modini injured

iLaxwomen win two
I

By Jackie MacMullan
her being back are greatly reduced
Like every other member of the
because the season is so short,"
women's lacrosse team, senior said Holland.
Donna Modini was anxiously
Modini was expected to be one
a waiting the start of the 1982
of UN H's top offensive threats this
season. The opener, orginally
season. Last year she was third in
slated for April 8 against Boston
team scoring behind Carla Hesler
College, was re-scheduled when
and the graduated Gaby Haroules.
Durham was buried under 14
The effects of the attack wing's
inches of snow the day before the
absence were not immediate,
game.
however, as the Wildcats boosted
The lacrosse team finally did
their recored to 2-0 with the victory
take the field for the first time . over UR I and a big win against
Saturday, but for Modini, it was
Boston College Sunday.
less than an enjoyable afternoon.
Less then three minutes into
The Wildcats beat the University
their game with the B.C. Eagles,
of Rhode Island 5-0 and the senior
UN H notched the game-winner.
tri-captain scored a goal and
Kathy McSweeney rifled a pass to
tallied an assist, but also suffered a
Hesler behind the net, who then
sprained knee and is probably
relayed it to an unmarked Laurie
gone for the year.
Leary in front. Bewildered B.C.
Modini did not attend Sunday's
nctminder Sue Harney had no
contest against Boston College.
chance on the play.
She could not be reached for
At 13:56 of the half, junior Ellen
comment because she headed
Foster bobbled a pass from Laurie
home to Rowley, Ma. to have her
Leary. but recovered in time to
doctor check out the swollen knee.
streak through the middle and fire
According to Darcy Holland,
a shovel pass into the upper corner
head women's athletic trainer, the
of the net.
likelihood of Modini suiting up
"I was in the right place at the
again this season is slim.
right time," the transfer from
"The severity of it (the injury) is
Dennison College said. "The ball
questionable, but the chances of
stayed in mv stick and everything

•
Ill

debut

connected. i.aurie ( Leary) gave me
a good pass right where I wanted it
and I got it over the goalie•s
shoulder."
Foster tallied again in the
second half, but not before Hesler
muscled through the middle and
took the B.C. defense around in
circles before slamming home the
third UNH goal.
Hesler set up Foster. for the
fourth goal, and minutes later
Foster returned the favor by
feeding the senior tri-captain with
a pretty pass to make it 5-0.
The Leary-Hesler-Foster trio
accounted for the sixth goal of the
afternoon by repeating the play
that had Hesler connecting with
Leary from behind the cage.
Wallace Rockwell completed the
offensive spurt with a ·shovel shot
with just under five minutes left in
the contest.
Defensively, the combination
man-to-man and zone defense
invented by Head Coach Kathy
Henderson stifled the Eagles and
on Sunday and the Rhodies on '
Saturday. Goaltender Deb Cram
stopped seven tough shots in close
against the Eagles and has yet to be
LAX WOMEN, page 18

Beat Middle.b ury

La~men get revenge, 16-11
By Kent Cherringto~
.
Pure talent doe~n _t a\ways wm
~all gall'l:es. A lot ol winn1ng results
from being ready mentally.
Both of these happened to be
tr_ue Sunday afternoon on Cowell
Field as the UN_H men's lacrosse
~eam took on Middlebury S-ollege
m. front of 700 fans. The W_ildcats,
re~~y ~o reve_nge last years 20-18
loss_. in. M1~dlcbu_ry,. played
outstandmg ~1rst ~alt def~nse and
sc~Hed '.our times m the first t_·our
m1~~tes of. the second half to
de!,eat the Panthers, 16-11.
_
w_e ~~re _really read_y for _it
mentally, said UNH tn-captain
Chad [?oe. "If you come out slow,
you give the other team the
advantage. So we came out fast in
the second half and took the
moment1:1m from under_the_m."
The _wrn_ '"'.as ve~y sat1sfyin~ for
the Wil~cats, t_he1r second in as
many tnes against New England
teams q-2 overall). It had heen a

w-·

long year s_ince M .i ddlebu~y . scored four goals and added three
defeated the C~ts and the wm
assists. With UN H leading 6-3 at
came at a good time.
the half, Doe's goal 12 seconds into
_"It_was the _best win so_far'."said
the third period, and scored the
winning goalie A~e Bailey. 'Tm
next two goals to give UN Han 9-3
sure everybody feels that way
lead. His fourth goal in the fourth
b~cause of last year. We wanted to
period illustrated his Allwm more than anything."
American status as Glover took a
T~e game. meant s?mething
running windup and fired into the
special, espec1al_ly to Bailey. Last
top corner before Middlebury
y~ar, he _ was forced to remove
goalie Jim McKeon knew what
himself I rom the game during a
had been thrown at him.
poor_ performance. The_ junior
Mike Fitzpatrick made his
netm1nd~r made several ~ice sa~es
return from his injury known early
from pornt b~ank range, including
and often. His first goal at 9:55 of
two on Middlebury star_ Jeff
the first period gave UNH a 2-0
Thomsen (4 goals and 4 assists).
lead (Peter Drummond scored at
. "Ac~ is the type of guy that if you
I :0 I), one which they never
give him a second chance, he'll
relinquished. Before he was done
come through. and he did." said
Fitzpatrick had scored five goal~
UN H coach Ted Garber. "I've
and one assist.
been wai_ting ~ year to let him
"He could've had more."Garber
redeem himself."
said about Fitz. "He had a couple
Steve Glover had another
of opportunities in the first half
outstanding afternoon. The 5'8"
·
_junior from Sudburv.
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The lacrosse team gained revenge against Middlebury by beating them 16-11 over the weekend.
(Tim Skeer photo)

Sophomore Laurie Leary scored two goals in UN H's win over Boston
College on Sunday. (Lisa Sullivan photo)

Bats1nen lose, 9-5
The baseball team dropped a 9-5 decision to Colby College
yesterday largely as a result of costly errors. The loss lowered UN H's
record to 7-6.
The Wildcats were up 3-0 in the seco!1d behind the strong pitching
of freshman Mark Hartley. but two UNH errors helped Colby tally
five runs.
Hartley lasted until the fifth inning when he walked three straight
batters. Colby also got three straight hits in the inning and scored
four more runs.
Freshman .lay Wickham relieved Harltey for three innings and
Steve Salsman held the Mules scoreless in the last frame.
The lone bright spot on the afternoon for UN H captain Vint
Choiniere. who went 3-4 at the plate and accounted for four of the
five UN H runs.
The Wildcats face Dartmouth tomorrow at home for a doubleheader. The first game is slated to begin at I p.m.
For results ql the haseha/11eam '.,· action m•er the ll'eekend. please
/Urn to page 19.

Softhallers are still
·e -··i
· , looking for .1st .win
~-1
5

By Nancy Marrapese ·
Last weekend was a frustrating
one for the UNH Women's softball
team at the University of Vermont
Tournament in Burlington.The
team arrived with high hopes only
to head for home empty-handed
when they failed to score a single
run in three consecutive games.
In fact, the Lady Wildcats have
only scored two runs in their six
games this season.
"We didn't play like a team,"
said coach Carol Ford. "After we
played well at UConn I thought
we'd continue to improve, but that
hasn·t happened. This weekend
our defense was terrible and our
offense was worse."
During the weekend UN H
dropped games to University of
Lowell, the University of
Massachusetts and the University
of Vermont.
"We played horribly and we
deserved to lose." said catcher Beth
MacDonald. "We're looking for
direction and not finding any.
We'd do anything to win but we

don't know how to do it."
UN~ played_ the opening game
on Fnday against ULowell. TriCaptain MacDonald led off with a
single up the middle but was left on
base at the end of the inning .
MacDonald singled in the sixth
inning as well but again was left
stranded.
The only other hit of the game
for UN H came in the fifth inning.
Freshman Annette Paul singled to
left but she too, was unable to
score.
The winning run for Lowell
came in the first inning. With one
out. Maureen_ Conroy singled up
the first base line. The next batter
Irene Holey bunted up the third
base line, advancing Conroy.
Conroy attempted to go to third
but was picked off on a throw from
Tri-Captain second baseman
Mary Ryan to Caren Levesque.
Levesque tried to make a play at
second but the ball was
overthrown and Holey scored.
.J:-h~__ Q.nly other run of the game
SOFTBALL, page 18
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